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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Target Audience
This guidance document is intended to be used by VTrans Geotechnical Engineering staff. The
secondary audience is the Consultant community who provide geotechnical engineering services
to VTrans and whose services are reviewed by the Geotechnical Engineering Section.
1.2 Purpose
The primary purpose of this document is to provide a consistent approach for VTrans’
geotechnical engineers and engineering geologists to follow when providing engineering services
for soil slopes only. The recommended geological and geotechnical engineering procedures for
rock slope projects will be provided under a separate document. Specific guidance is provided
herein for the completion of soil slope stability evaluations to be used in the design and
construction of existing and proposed slopes and embankments as well as in the remediation of
failed slopes. Slope stability evaluations may include one or more of the following activities; site
visits, subsurface investigations, laboratory testing and analyses, instrumentation and monitoring,
engineering analyses and design and report documentation. Also outlined herein are VTrans’
design preferences and interpretations, general slope remediation strategies and typical design
details for slope remediation projects.
This document is also meant to provide the Consultant community with a description of VTrans’
approach to slope stability evaluations so that they may tailor their services to meet VTrans’
goals and objectives. It is not intended to be a comprehensive summary of all available
techniques for slope stability analysis and mitigation design. This document may also serve as a
checklist for VTrans to verify that a Consultant meets the desired minimum level of service. It is
the intent that this document will be chapter in the Agency’s developing Geotechnical
Engineering Design Manual.
1.3 Project Definition, Type and Scope
A project is defined within the request for geotechnical engineering services, see Section 2.1.
The entity requesting engineering services may be an Operations District or a Design (Structures,
Highway Safety & Design, LTF, etc) Section. Projects, or attributes, requiring slope stability
evaluations include, but are not limited to, highway embankments, proposed or existing side
slopes adjacent to existing transportation facilities, retaining walls and failed soil slopes.
Typically slope failures are emergency projects managed by Operations Bureau personnel while
proposed and existing slopes, or non-emergent projects, are typically managed by the Project
Delivery Bureau.
Slope stability evaluations are performed for a wide variety of geotechnical engineering
applications, including, but not limited to the:
•

determination of short and long term stability of both temporary and permanent cut
and fill slopes including staged embankment construction;
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•

assessment of overall stability of retaining walls, including global
and compound
stability (including permanent systems and temporary shoring systems);

•

assessment of overall stability of shallow and deep foundations for structures located
on slopes or over soft soils,

•

analysis of slope stability due to rapid drawdown caused by lowering of the
groundwater table and/or the removal of stabilizing effects of water adjacent to
slopes;

•

stability assessment of landslides (mechanisms of failure and determination of design
properties through back-analysis), and design of mitigation techniques to improve
stability, and;

•

evaluation of instability due to construction equipment vibration or seismic induced
liquefaction.

1.4 Document Overview
This document provides an overview of the stages for a typical slope stability project including
the initial site assessment, project documentation and project management. This guide also
outlines the steps followed for the geotechnical investigation from the initial scoping activities to
the subsurface investigation. The laboratory testing program details what tests are routinely
conducted and for what soil types. The analysis and design procedures documented herein
describe the procedures used to model the in-situ soil profile and groundwater conditions as well
as the required factor of safety and methods typically utilized to conduct various slope stability
analyses.
In Chapter 6, a description of both structural and non-structural remediation strategies is
presented along with a discussion of the mitigation selection process, cost estimating and
VTrans’ preferred design alternative. This section is followed by a discussion of what items need
to be included in the project’s geotechnical report, what details and drawings need to be
prepared, specification review and any construction or post-construction monitoring and
inspection requirements. A list of references used to develop this document is included in
Chapter 11 just prior to the Appendices.
1.5 Document Limitations
 As mentioned previously this document does not cover the investigation, analysis and
design of rock slopes.
 This document will not provide adequate information for every aspect of every slope
stability evaluation. Therefore the user is cautioned and encouraged to consult
additional resources to ensure that a sound engineering approach is utilized and that
all risk factors have been adequately considered. Therefore, when necessary, it is
expected that additional reference and textbooks both within and outside the
VTrans GEI 14-01
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Geotechnical Engineering Section library will be consulted to gain a better
understanding of the geotechnical engineering fundamentals outlined herein.
 Consultants are encouraged to use this document to understand VTrans’ general
procedures, however, they are responsible for their own field, design and reporting
procedures. The Consultants assume all liability for their designs and evaluations.
Consultants should use this guide as a litmus test to ensure that they have provided a
level of service equal to or greater than the level of service described herein.
 This manual is intended for use by VTrans personnel and recommended for
consideration by its Consultants and is not intended to be a literary document.
Sections within this report are referenced directly from the sources identified with
only limited recognition of the source. In other words, this document is a compilation
of a review of current VTrans procedures and documents developed and produced by
other States (particularly WSDOT and NYSDOT), FHWA, and Southern California
Earthquake Center (SCEC).
 This document was developed based on the understanding that it would be updated
every 5 years to accommodate the knowledge, skills and abilities of Geotechnical
Engineering personnel and to ensure that the use of current technologies was
integrated into the Section’s procedures.

2.0 Project Determination, Assessment and Management
2.1 Requests for Geotechnical Assistance
Requests for geotechnical assistance are made to the Geotechnical Engineering Manager.
These requests are used as the basis to allocate and prioritize State resources. Requests for
geotechnical assistance with regards to slopes generally involve a slope failure although
guidance can also be given for constructing new slopes or embankments.
Requests for geotechnical assistance to review a slope’s stability may come from many
different stakeholders. Internally, within VTrans, requests are most frequently received from
Districts within Operations and Design Units within the Program Development Division.
Externally, requests are most often received from towns or municipalities. The entity
requesting assistance, or the requestor, should complete a Geotechnical Services Request
Form. The requestor should provide any available pictures, project description and
background information as well as any other pertinent information of the issue to convey an
initial condition or assessment as to the scope of the problem. When possible, the requestor
should also include a statement about the current level of severity of the problem and
whether the situation is emergent.
2.2 Initial Site Assessment Report
Upon receipt of the geotechnical services request form, the Geotechnical Engineering Section
will schedule an initial site visit. The Section will develop an Initial Site Assessment Report
based on the findings of the initial site visit.
VTrans GEI 14-01
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The Initial Site Assessment Report shall identify the location of the site and the owner of the
facility. For infrastructure that is maintained solely by a Municipality, initial site assessments
are typically provided by the Geotechnical Engineering Section as a professional courtesy.
Once the report on the initial site visit has been prepared by the Geotechnical Engineering
Section, the Municipality is provided with a short list of geotechnical consultants with whom
they are encouraged to coordinate and facilitate the remaining project development process
steps. Once the Municipality has contracted with a Consultant the Agency is no longer
involved in the design process, however, the municipality may request the Agency to review
the Consultant’s analysis and design.
The goals of the Initial Site Assessment Report are:
•

to identify the project owner, as this has a direct effect on the scope of involvement
and level of engagement by Geotechnical Engineering Section;

•

to determine the potential scope of the project and to determine whether or not the
geotechnical issue is sufficiently complex to warrant a geotechnical investigation; and

•

to identify operational needs and concerns, specifically related to the mobility and
safety of the transportation system users.

Simple slope failures within VTrans’ ROW that have limited impact and a well defined
failure surface may be assessed by VTrans on-site, without the need for an in-depth
geotechnical investigation. If this is the case, recommendations will be provided in person
with written follow-up documentation performed via e-mail. Documentation may include a
sketch or typical section (See Section 8.2) for the Operations’ District personnel or
Contractor to use during construction.
For slopes that require a geotechnical investigation, the Project Manager or Sponsor should
be decided whether the project will be treated as an emergency repair scenario and managed
by the District, or will be an Agency construction project as programmed through the efforts
of the various design sections such as the Operation’s Rail Section and the Highway Safety
& Design Section (HS&D). This decision depends on project variables such as the scope of
the remediation, cost of the repair and the construction or design schedule of an adjacent
project. The decision making process is typically a collaborative effort with participation
from personnel representing both the Highway Safety and Design Section and the local
District based on input from the Geotechnical Engineering Section.
From a maintenance and safety viewpoint the Initial Site Assessment Report should address
questions such as,
• “What is the likelihood that the slope continues to move and what are the impacts to
both Agency personnel and public safety?”
• “Can the site be traversed and drilled in a safe manner?”
• “Can the road remain open with appropriate precautions, e.g. signs, temporary
barriers?” “Should the road be reduced down to a single lane or closed completely?”
VTrans GEI 14-01
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The Geotechnical Project Engineer (Engineer) shall complete the site condition survey form
in Appendix A to be used as a basis for determining the necessity of a more thorough
geotechnical investigation. If a geotechnical investigation is deemed necessary then the
Engineer may elect to conduct the official site investigation immediately or schedule a future
date to return to the site and perform a more detailed site investigation.
2.3 Project Documentation
The Engineer shall establish the digital and paper file folders necessary to store project
information. The Engineer shall place the site condition survey form in the appropriate
project folder. All paper files shall also be stored electronically in the appropriate project file
folders in the Geotechnical Engineering Section folder on the Z:/drive.
Multiple photographs of the site should be taken to document the extent of the problem,
including but not limited to: the roadway approach from both directions, the uphill and
downhill direction of the slide, any nearby water features (including culverts, drainage
ditches and drop inlets), and the toe of the slope. The photos should be downloaded and
placed in the appropriate digital folder established for the project. Sketches depicting the site
layout and location of important features should be retained in the project documentation.
An e-mail shall be prepared documenting the findings of the Initial Site Assessment. The email shall include key photographs or sketches so that the extent of the issue(s) can be
communicated effectively. The distribution list may include one or more of the following:
•
•
•

the Geotechnical Engineering Manager,
District Transportation Administrator or Highway Safety & Design Project Manager,
and any other stakeholders present at the time of the Initial Site Assessment.

2.4 Project Management
Once it has been decided whether the project will be managed as an Operations sponsored
repair project, or a “District Needs” project programmed through the HS&D Section (as
described in Section 2.2 above), the role of Geotechnical Engineering Section will become
more clearly defined.
If the project is to be programmed via HS&D, a transportation project manager from HS&D
will be assigned to the project, and will coordinate all activities. The Agency project
manager, typically someone from within the District or HS&D, will coordinate all requests to
various sections and maintain the administrative control over the project, with Geotechnical
Engineering personnel providing technical assistance.
For HS&D programmed projects, Agency design squads will interpret the geotechnical report
and develop construction plans and specifications with guidance and reviews performed by
the Geotechnical Engineering Section.
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If the project is managed by the Operations Bureau, then the Geotechnical Engineering
Section will provide an increased supportive role; often providing technical assistance in the
preparation of construction plans and specifications.
Regardless of who is responsible for the plan development, the Engineer will direct the
subsurface investigation and subsequent analyses. The Engineer will provide a geotechnical
report with remediation recommendations and projected costs. In addition, the Engineer must
review the design details and typical sections coupled with a general review of the developed
plans to ensure that the contract documents accurately reflect the intended design.

3.0 Geotechnical Investigation
3.1 Initial Scoping Activities
Initial scoping activities address some of the same considerations as the Initial Site
Assessment. The primary difference between the two activities is that the initial scoping
activities include a desktop review of geotechnical, geological and environmental data which
cannot be completed in the field, such as a review of water well information and
determinations of critical, protected environmental resources. In addition, based on the
results of the Initial Site Assessment Report the Agency may decide not to conduct a
geotechnical investigation in which case scoping activities would not be performed.
Initial scoping activities are initiated once the geotechnical investigation has been authorized
by the Geotechnical Engineering Manager based on the Request for Geotechnical Assistance
and the Initial Site Assessment Report. Initial scoping activities may include identification
and compilation of potential resources pertaining to any assets existing adjacent to or within
the slide location, including but not limited to historical and archeological assets,
environmental resources (wetlands, endangered species, river/lake gauge information,
groundwater characterization), right-of-way (ROW), aerial photographs, record plans and
subsurface information from commonly used resources such as past projects, Agency’s map
of subsurface boring information and Agency of Natural Resources – Natural Resources
Atlas. Information may also be obtained from Town officials or VTrans Operations
personnel during the site visit and/or with abutting property owners. Refer to Section 4.2 of
VTrans’ MREI 11-01, for additional information.
3.2 Resource Identification (Survey, Hydraulics, Environmental, ROW)
If a topographical survey has not been completed for the slope stability project, the Engineer
shall submit a request to the Agency’s Project Manager as soon as possible. Topographical
surveys may be requested by the Geotechnical Engineering Section in an effort to coordinate
efficient mobilization of resources as the Survey Unit often obtains boring location
information and their efforts can be synced to limit Agency efforts. The Project Manager
should be copied on these requests to keep them aware of the project status.
Important features to consider when recommending limits for survey include the grade of any
uphill/downhill slope, the full geometry of a river or waterway, nearby drainage features, and
the existing condition of the road or adjacent infrastructure. The survey should capture any
scarps, cracks, depressions, bumps, humps or bulges evident within the project area. At a
VTrans GEI 14-01
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minimum the areal extent of the topographical survey should extend 100 ft around the
physical perimeter of the slide.
In order to complete a thorough analysis of remediation options, it may be necessary to
obtain a hydraulic study, identify environmental resources (wetlands, etc.), and identify the
limits of the state owned ROW. Therefore, ROW information should be requested at the
same time as the field survey. ROW information should be plotted on the final field survey. It
is the responsibility of the Project Manager to initiate these requests and coordinate with the
appropriate sections; however the Engineer should be aware that the requisition of these
resources will impact the project delivery process including the design time and project
construction timeframes. The Engineer shall work with the Project Manager to ensure the
completion of the aforementioned activities.
3.3 Site Reconnaissance
The primary purpose of the site reconnaissance is to determine the field location of the
geotechnical borings based on existing site conditions. As part of the site reconnaissance the
Engineer should document accessibility of drilling and investigation equipment and make an
initial determination of what type of equipment might be best suited for the site conditions. If
site preparation is necessary, the Engineer shall document the type of equipment, such as a
dozer or excavator that may be needed to construct safe access for the desired drilling
equipment. The Engineer shall describe any potential conflicts with overhead and/or
underground utilities, site access, private property or other obstructions.
Utility clearances are required prior to initializing the actual drilling process. Utility locations
will influence where explorations can be performed. The availability and distance to water
should be noted as well as whether coring or mud rotary drilling methods are anticipated. The
Engineer shall note any traffic control items required to accomplish the field exploration
program safely while considering the practical aspects of the proposed drilling plan with
regard to public impacts.
The site reconnaissance should describe the material composition of any streambeds
including the size of any cobbles or boulders which may have an impact on drilling or
construction activities such as the installation of steel sheeting, H-piles, soil nails or ground
anchors. Notes should be made as to which type of drilling is best suited to the site. The site
reconnaissance is also the appropriate stage to note any special sampling or testing
equipment needs, such as undisturbed sampling or vane shear equipment. Sites with difficult
access or a large areal extent or complexity, as determined by the Engineer, may require site
reconnaissance participation by the drill crew supervisor so as to take advantage of his/her
technical expertise.
3.4 Drilling & Subsurface Investigation
The primary goal of any subsurface investigation is to accurately document and report soil
and groundwater conditions. The development of the subsurface investigation program
should consider the results of the initial site assessment report, initial scoping activities,
resource identification and the site reconnaissance. Geotechnical investigations such as
borings and test pits, coupled with field survey information are used to estimate the threedimensional geometry of a site. Selection of the number, location, and depth of borings are
VTrans GEI 14-01
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critical decisions that should be carefully considered during the development of the field
work order and prior to conducting any field investigations. A comprehensive subsurface
investigation should be conducted to enable the determination and characterization of the
upper and lower limits of the failure zone as well as the soils above and below the failure
zone, including soils which have not been subjected to any movement.
If the failure mechanism for a “simple” [a “simple” failure is typically defined as a crescent
shaped failure surface at the top of slope combined with a known failure point at the toe of
slope] rotational slope failure or shallow translational failure can be reliably established in
the field, then it may be possible to avoid conducting an in-depth field investigation and use
simplified design charts, see Section 5.7.3.2. In this case the Engineer may decide to collect
“grab samples” to be tested for index properties to confirm the physical properties of the
surficial soil layers.
3.4.1 Field Work Order
The Engineer will complete a Field Work Order to identify the required subsurface
information to be obtained in order to characterize the site conditions and failure
mechanisms. The field work order provides instruction to the drill crew(s) so that they
can obtain all necessary field information in a timely and efficient manner. Depending
upon the complexity of the instability, the geotechnical investigation may include
multiple field work orders and subsurface investigations. A thorough understanding of
the possible soils that may be encountered will enable the Engineer to better predict field
and laboratory sampling and testing requirements for the project. Whenever feasible,
drilling methods should be specified that limit the use of drilling fluids including water.
Continuous sampling is often required to locate zones of potential weakness. For most
projects, samples should be obtained at maximum vertical intervals equal to 5 feet. For
“follow-up” borings drilled in the general area of the initial borings, it is preferable to
identify major changes in material types and perform additional field and laboratory
testing to develop a better understanding of the soil strata. This may require multiple
borings in one area to identify weak soil layers, and to facilitate the sampling, testing and
instrumentation needs of the field investigation.
The Field Work Order should restrict the use of water as a drilling fluid for slope
stabilization projects. It is the Agency’s preference to maximize the use of hollow stem
augers for its slope stabilization projects.
3.4.2 Boring Locations and Depths
The number of borings drilled for each project is a function of the project’s magnitude
and scope, information from previous investigations, and the complexity of the geologic
features being investigated. Sound geologic and engineering judgment is required to
estimate the number of borings required for a specific site. Preliminary requirements for
the number of borings and corresponding depths may be found in VTrans’ MREI 11-01
“Geotechnical Guidelines for Subsurface Investigations,” with additional information
found in FHWA’s Engineering Circular No. 5 (GEC 5), Evaluation of Soil and Rock
Properties.
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For slope failures less than 500 ft wide at the toe of slope, a single row of borings, drilled
perpendicular to the highway’s centerline, is typically specified as shown in Figure 1.
Borings are located to coincide with the apex of the slide failure surface with one boring
above the slide area and one boring at the crest and toe of slope. Normally a single
monitoring well and inclinometer are installed for slides of this magnitude as shown in
Figures 1 and 2. The monitoring well is placed outside the failure zone while the
inclinometer is typically placed behind the guard rail near the top of the slope. If desired
and practicable, a third boring is beneficial and, if used, is routinely installed at the toe of
the failed slope.

Figure 1: Small Slide Boring Layout
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Figure 2: Cross Section A-A
When the slope failure length (normal to the roadway), measured at the base of the slide,
exceeds 500 feet additional inclinometers and monitoring wells should be considered. For
larger slides, 500 to 1000 feet in width, an initial boring plan similar to the one shown in
Figure 3 is utilized. These additional borings are generally spaced 200 to 400 feet apart.
Borings in slide areas should establish the full geological cross section necessary for
stability analyses. Borings should be positioned such that extrapolation of geologic
conditions is minimized within the areas of interest. For highway fill slopes, or
embankments, standard practice is to extend the boring to a depth of twice the fill height
whereas borings for cut slopes are extended at least 15 feet below the depth of the cut.

Figure 3: Large Slide Boring Layout
VTrans GEI 14-01
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Borings can be expected to be added as the subsurface investigation progresses. In
addition, boring depths may be increased pending the results of the instrumentation
installation and subsequent design analyses. In general, the depth of the borings should be
greater than any potential estimated failure surfaces. Additional borings are typically
required for many cases where the geology or failure mechanisms are complex. The
extent to which additional borings are needed may not be known for several months to a
year after the installation of instrumentation and the analysis of the initial data has been
completed.
3.4.3 Groundwater Determination
The majority of slides are caused by issues related to water; either surface or subsurface
water (often referred to as groundwater). The presence of groundwater in a slope can
reduce effective stresses when positive pore water pressures develop, causing a reduction
in shear resistance. Groundwater can also increase the de-stabilizing forces in the slope
due to the additional weight associated with a saturated soil mass or seepage forces.
Groundwater levels depend on a number of geotechnical, hydrological, and
hydrogeological factors, including soil permeability, geology, original profile of the
groundwater level, intensity and duration of rainfall, amount of antecedent rainfall, rate
of surface irrigation, rate of evapotranspiration, rate of waste water disposal and
groundwater flow from adjacent areas.
Groundwater elevations should be noted at the beginning of each day’s drilling activities.
If an artesian ground water condition is encountered, every effort should be made to
determine the height (pressure head) of the water discharging above the ground elevation.
This can be performed by placing additional casing lengths above the ground surface.
The depth and thickness of the soil layer at which the artesian condition was encountered
during drilling should be noted as it has a direct impact on the analysis and type of
mitigation selected.
3.4.4 Field Sampling & Testing
Field tests conducted for slope stability analyses include one or more of the following
tests; standard penetration testing (SPT), cone penetrometer testing (CPT), borehole shear
tests (BST), vane shear testing (VST) in combination with the laboratory testing of
undisturbed (Shelby) samples when applicable. These sampling and testing activities are
intended to assist the Engineer in the determination of the soil’s in-situ shear strength and
density. Extracted undisturbed soil samples are transported to the Agency’s laboratory for
testing. Although field sampling methods and techniques are not covered in depth in this
document, a number of resources are available in the list of references at the end of the
document. Pocket penetrometer and shear torvane methods should only be used as
indices to provide the Engineer with an approximate range of the consistency and
strength of the cohesive soil.
Selection of sampling techniques should consider the effects of shear strain to the soil.
Commonly available sampling techniques include driving thick-walled samplers
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advanced by means of hammer blows, pushing thin-walled (Shelby) tube samplers
advanced by static force, and hand-carving test pit samples.
There are two types of thick-walled driven samplers that are most often used in practice;
the SPT split spoon sampler, which has a 2.0-inch outside diameter and 5/16-inch wall
thickness, and the California sampler, which typically has a 3.0- to 3.3-inch outside
diameter, 1/4- to 3/8-inch wall thickness, and internal space for brass sample tubes
(which typically are stacked in 1.0-inch increments). Pushed thin-walled tube samplers
are typically 3 to 5 inches in diameter with approximately 1/16 to 1/8-inch-thick walls.
When configured with a 3.0-inch outside diameter and advanced with a simple static
force, they are referred to as Shelby tubes (ASTM D1587). 1
The selection of a sampling method for any given soil type should take into consideration
the disturbance associated with field sampling, including those disturbances associated
with transportation/shipping and handling. Tube samplers require specimen extrusion and
trimming, whereas the brass rings used in California samplers can be directly inserted
into direct shear or consolidation testing equipment.
Some general sampling guidelines are provided below:
1. The strength of clean granular soil (except gravel) is generally best estimated with
correlations from normalized standard penetration resistance (SPT blow counts).
CPT tip resistance values can be used to supplement, but should not replace, SPT
blow counts for use in correlations. Blow counts from California samplers are not
an acceptable substitute for SPT blow counts.
2. Thick deposits of soft to medium stiff clay (i.e., Lake Champlain or varved
Connecticut Valley clays) should be sampled with pushed thin-walled tubes or a
hydraulic piston sampler. Such soil is readily amenable to laboratory specimen
extrusion. Hand-carved specimens are an acceptable substitute for tube samples.
3. Stiff to hard cohesive soil and clayey bedrock materials (claystone, shale) can be
sampled with California samplers, Pitcher tube samplers, or cored. Soil strengths
established from drained laboratory testing of such specimens are likely to be
conservatively low with respect to in-situ conditions. Hand-carved specimens are
a desirable substitute for tube and driven samplers.
4. Intact rock should be sampled by coring. Jointed or bedded bedrock often
contains planes or zones of weakness, such as slickensided surfaces, gouge zones,
discontinuities, relict joints, clay seams, etc., which control the strength and,
therefore, the stability of the deposits. Sampling must be carefully performed so
that the thin planes or zones of weakness are not missed. For more detail on rock
sampling and testing contact the Agency’s Geologist.
5. A conservative estimate of shear strength along unweathered joint surfaces in
rock masses can be obtained by pre-cutting an intact rock specimen in the
laboratory and then shearing the sample in a direct shear device along the smooth
1

http://www.scec.org/resources/catalog/LandslideProceduresJune02.pdf
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cut surface. The strength obtained from the pre-cut sample is generally a
conservative estimate because actual joint surfaces have asperities not present in
the lab specimen. Alternatively the rock may be repeatedly sheared without
precutting the sample. The objective in sampling for this type of testing is
therefore an intact rock specimen.
6. Hand carving of clay block samples may be required to preserve sample integrity.
7. For newly compacted fills, bulk samples of borrow materials can be obtained for
re-molding and compacting in the laboratory.
8. For soil containing significant gravel, correlations with penetration resistance can
be used to estimate strengths and relative densities. Correlations with penetration
resistance are based on SPT blow counts and engineering judgment which needs
to be exercised for materials with high gravel contents.
Detailed procedures for sample handling and transporting, developing testing procedures,
and sample testing can be found in the Agency’s MREI 12-01 – Geotechnical Guidelines
for Sample Handling, Testing and Data Reporting. Important notes from this MREI
regarding sampling are reproduced below;
It is important that soil and rock samples used for design should not be
averaged across multiple strata (samples with differing properties should not
be comingled). Therefore, when there is a significant change in strata, the
retrieved sample may need to be segregated into two separate lab samples for
testing. All samples shall be collected using care to preserve sample integrity.
Care should be used to avoid subjecting the sample to conditions which might
alter the properties of the material such as freezing, excessive heating or
contamination. Improperly handled samples can lead to poor test data that
does not reflect actual geotechnical conditions.
3.4.5 Geotechnical Instrumentation
Geotechnical instrumentation functions can be divided into two primary applications for
slope stability assessment: investigation and monitoring. Although the surficial sloughing
of slopes can be readily identified in the field, many other failure mechanisms are not as
easily defined. Thus the Agency utilizes inclinometers to monitor movement of soil mass
1) at suspected locations and verify the behavior, location and depth of the failure surface
against theoretical predictions(s) and 2) to monitor constructed solutions (embankments,
fill and cut slopes, and retaining walls). Routine instrumentation installations include
both monitoring wells and inclinometers.
The installation of remote sensing equipment should be considered when there is a
concern for catastrophic movement which requires early detection of ground
displacement OR the purchase of the instrumentation can be justified due to travel
expenses and extended monitoring duration.
3.4.5.1 Inclinometers
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It should be noted that the movement of landslides can occur across multiple soil
layers and multiple failure surfaces. Accordingly, locating the shallowest potential
slide plane at a site may not be sufficient as there may be potential for a deeper
failure surface underneath. Inclinometers should sufficiently penetrate (30 ft) a
stable soil mass (such as a very dense glacial till) to limit the risk of
misinterpreting or not identifying a shallow failure surface.
Inclinometers are constructed from solid pieces of PVC casing. The PVC casing
has 4 longitudinal grooves spaced 90 degrees apart in the inside of the casing.
During installation, these four longitudinal grooves should be positioned both
perpendicular and parallel to the highway. A probe connected to a data acquisition
box is lowered into these grooves to determine the verticality and subsequent
displacement of the borehole.
Inclinometers detect lateral slope movements and are installed to ascertain the
depth and layer(s) where the potential failure surface(s) reside. For smaller slides
with widths of approximately 100’ to 500’ and heights less than 40’, one
inclinometer is generally sufficient. The general location for a single inclinometer
is the top of the slope; see Figure 1, perhaps just behind existing guardrail but
within the failure zone. Larger and more complex slides may require multiple
inclinometers, with a minimum of one inclinometer at the top and bottom (toe) of
the slope.
The Engineer establishes the inclinometer monitoring frequency for each project;
however, typically slopes are monitored frequently at the discovery stage of the
slope instability when little information is known about the subsurface soils and
the time history of the failure. Monitoring frequency tends to decreases with time
depending upon measured movements and the likelihood of a failure. For
construction projects, instrumentation monitoring frequency is initially
established at a high frequency although the overall schedule can be highly
variable. The monitoring frequency is dependent upon several factors including
construction activities, weather and time. For more information on inclinometers
review the Transportation Research Circular entitled Use of Inclinometers for
Geotechnical Instrumentation on Transportation Projects.
In addition to conventional slope inclinometers, in-place inclinometers, shape
acceleration arrays and rod extensometers can be used for more advanced
monitoring of unstable slopes. These instruments are expensive specialty
equipment not frequently used by the Agency, and should only be used on high
value (i.e. significant cost or high risk) projects. In addition to inclinometers,
tiltmeters can also be used to monitor the displacement of structures.
3.4.5.2 Monitoring Wells
Monitoring wells are boreholes that are sleeved with a combination of slotted and
solid PVC pipe. These wells are backfilled with uniformly graded sand in the
areas of the slotted pipe and native material or bentonite in the areas of the solid
pipe. Monitoring wells are typically used to measure variation in seasonal
groundwater depths. Monitoring wells are usually installed on the uphill side of
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the slide and outside the apparent failure zone. Typically monitoring wells are of
the open standpipe variety where the top of the well is at atmospheric pressure.
The groundwater table can be measured manually with a tape and probe set-up.
To gain a better understanding of groundwater fluctuations, water level data
loggers can be installed within the standpipe to record water levels at discrete
time intervals. The data can be uploaded periodically from the field eliminating
the need for frequent site visits.
Other types of groundwater instrumentation include piezometers which can be
utilized to obtain pore water pressures which are then correlated to groundwater
levels. Monitoring wells can be utilized to identify the groundwater characteristics
for a project including artesian conditions. Products can be purchased that allow
for the measurement of multiple groundwater depths (multi-channel tubing).
Field testing of monitoring wells can include assessments of hydraulic
conductivity (infiltration study or well pump tests) and soil permeability testing;
data which could be useful in determining the influence of groundwater on the
overall factor of safety.

4.0 Laboratory Testing
Specific information on laboratory testing, including standard tests performed and associated
AASHTO methods can be found in the Agency’s MREI 12-01 – Geotechnical Guidelines for
Sample Handling, Testing and Data Reporting.
VTrans utilizes a combination of in-house (mostly) and outside testing (less often) capabilities to
determine soil shear strength parameters for both cohesionless and cohesive soils. Cohesionless
soils generally undergo a particle size analysis and possibly some screening for Atterberg Limits;
see Section 4.2 for more details.
Consolidated-undrained (CU) and consolidation testing shall be conducted for each major
cohesive soil layer in order to reliably characterize each layer’s soil strength parameters. The
Engineer shall request CU, direct shear and consolidation testing directly from the Soils
Laboratory Technician via the Geotechnical Engineering Manager. Cohesive soils are much
more complex and the shear strength of these soils are a function of strain rate, drainage
conditions during shear, effective stresses acting on the soil prior to shear, the stress history of
the soil, stress path, and any changes in water content and density that may occur over time.
These factors influence the degree to which the soil undergoes a contractive or dilatant reaction
to applied shear. This reaction strongly influences soil strength and the stress-deformation
response.
What is significant about these factors from the standpoint of soil sampling is that the factors
may be changed or lost as a result of sample disturbance, causing the properties of laboratory
specimens to deviate from those of in-situ soil. Therefore, the degree to which these factors are
adequately represented in strength testing is also a function of the sample disturbance associated
with the chosen sampling procedures. Due to the strong dependence of soil strength on these
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factors, methods of soil sampling and testing (which can potentially alter the above conditions
for a tested sample relative to in-situ conditions) should undergo careful selection and review.
Residual friction values are more appropriate for use for soils that have undergone significant
strain. The clay particles align with increased movement creating slickened-sides along the shear
plane. Once a slope failure has occurred and a continuous slickensided failure surface has
developed then only the soil’s residual friction remains to resist the movement. In other words,
as the shearing resistance decreases, and the movement increases, the soil approaches the
residual friction angle. Direct shear, direct simple shear and torsional ring shear testing have
been used by the Agency to assess the residual strength of soils.
4.1 Moisture Content, Particle Size Analysis and Soil Classification
At a minimum, soil classification and index testing should be performed on soil and rock
samples extracted from subsurface borings drilled during slope stability investigations. The
mass of a soil sample is measured prior to conducting a particle size analysis to assist in the
determination of the in-situ water content. Once the sample is dry the material is placed in a
set of sieves and the particle size is analyzed. Based on the results of this test the material is
classified in accordance with the AASHTO and USCS soil classification systems.

4.2 Atterberg Limits and Soil Behavior
Laboratory testing for Atterberg Limits includes plastic and liquid limit tests used to
determine the soil’s plasticity index. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the natural water content
of extracted soil samples is also determined as part of the Agency’s routine testing; this
allows for the determination of the liquidity index. The following tests provide insight on
how a soil with plastic characteristics will perform or behave.
4.2.1 Plastic Limit
The plastic limit (PL) is the moisture content at which a soil transitions from being in a
semisolid state to a plastic state. For additional references, see AASHTO T90 - Standard
Method of Test for Determining the Plastic Limit and Plasticity Index of Soils.
4.2.2 Liquid Limit
The liquid limit (LL) is defined as the moisture content at which a soil transitions from a
plastic state to a liquid state. For additional references, see AASHTO T89 - Standard
Method of Test for Determining the Liquid Limit of Soils.
4.2.3 Plasticity Index
The larger the percentage of clay minerals and the more active the clay mineral, the more
complex and difficult the behavior of the soil can be to predict. The plasticity index, or
PI, is a useful indicator to screen for potential problems including swelling, creep, strain
softening and changes in behavior due to physiochemical effects. In general, higher
values of PI are more indicative of poor performing soils.
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The plasticity index (PI) is defined as the difference between the liquid limit and the
plastic limit of a soil. The PI represents the range of moisture contents within which the
soil behaves as a plastic solid.

PI Range
0
1‒5
5 ‒ 10
10 ‒ 20
20 ‒ 40
> 40

Description
Nonplastic
Slightly Plastic
Low Plasticity
Medium Plasticity
High Plasticity
Very High Plasticity

Table 1: PI Range
4.2.4 Liquidity Index
The liquidity index (LI) is used for scaling the natural water content of a soil sample to
the limits. LI is a good indicator of geologic history and relative soil properties. It can be
calculated as a ratio of difference between natural water content, plastic limit, and liquid
limit. The liquidity index is a measure of the relative consistency of a cohesive soil in its
natural state. If the in-situ moisture content, wn is equal to the LL then LI = 1 or if wn is
equal to PL then LI = 0. Therefore, for a soil in a plastic state (LL > wn > PL the LI varies
from 1 to 0. Sensitive clays are soils, in an undisturbed state, whose wn > LL but if the
soil becomes disturbed could transform into a liquid state; thus a sensitive clay would
have a LI > 1.
4.3 Soil Shear Strength
Determining the design soil shear strength is one of the most important steps in the stability
analyses of slopes. However, this analysis is only reliable if the shear strengths used in
design accurately reflect the in-situ conditions. Typically, laboratory testing to determine soil
shear strength is performed for cohesive soils while empirical correlations are utilized to
assess the behavior and strength parameters for cohesionless soils.
Cohesive soils require a determination of whether or not undrained and/or drained shear
strength parameters are being investigated. The determination of which test to conduct
depends on the identified failure mechanism and the sample location. The direct shear test is
a cost effective and efficient test to quickly determine residual soil values. Triaxial testing
techniques allow the engineer to vary the stress parameters, control specimen drainage and
take measurements of pore water pressures. The results of consolidation testing provide a
higher level of understanding of the past soil stress history which can be useful in the
assessment of the in-situ soil shear strength and therefore are included in the discussion under
this section.
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4.3.1 Strength Tests
As a reminder, additional information is readily available in course reference materials,
testing standards or in applicable textbooks and these should be referenced to gain a
broader understanding of the intrinsic details. The discussion herein is meant to provide a
generalized overview and is not meant to be applicable to each and every situation.
The shear strength is the internal resistance per unit area that the soil can handle before
failure and is expressed as a stress. There are two components of shear strength, a
cohesive element (expressed as the cohesion, c, in units of force/unit area) and a frictional
element (expressed as the angle of internal friction, ϕ). These parameters are expressed in
the form of total stress (c, ϕ) or effective stress (c′, ϕ′). The total stress on any subsurface
element is produced by the overburden pressure plus any applied loads. The effective
stress equals the total stress minus the pore water pressure. The common methods of
ascertaining cohesion and friction in the laboratory are discussed below. Although all of
these tests are normally performed on undisturbed samples these tests may also be
performed on remolded samples.
4.3.1.1 Unconfined Compression Test
The unconfined compression test is a quick method of determining the value of
undrained cohesion (cu) for clay soils. The test involves a clay specimen with no
confining pressure and an applied axial load. The axial strains are monitored at
various stress levels. The stress at failure is referred to as the unconfined
compression strength. The undrained cohesion is taken as one-half the unconfined
compressive strength, qu. See AASHTO T208 - Standard Method of Test for
Unconfined Compressive Strength of Cohesive Soil.
4.3.1.2 Triaxial Compression Test
The triaxial compression test is a more sophisticated testing procedure for
determining the soil’s shear strength. The test involves a soil specimen subjected
to an axial load until failure while also being subjected to a confining pressure
that approximates the in-situ stress conditions. The three types of tests conducted
by the Agency are the Unconsolidated-Undrained (UU), Consolidated-Undrained
(CU), and Consolidated-Drained (CD) test. They are described in greater detail
below.
4.3.1.2.1 Unconsolidated-Undrained (UU)
In an unconsolidated-undrained test, no drainage is allowed to occur
during shearing. The applied load induces a shearing stress which is
analyzed for varying confining pressures in order to determine the soil’s
undrained shear strength, Su. Test results are used primarily in the
calculation of immediate embankment stability during quick-loading
conditions. The test procedure that the Agency follows is outlined in
AASHTO T296 - Standard Method of Test for Unconsolidated, Undrained
Compressive Strength of Cohesive Soils in Triaxial Compression.
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4.3.1.2.2 Consolidated-Undrained (CU)
The consolidated-undrained test is the most common type of triaxial test.
This test allows the soil specimen to be consolidated under a confining
pressure that is applied prior to shear. After the pore water pressure has
dissipated, the drainage line is closed and the specimen is subjected to an
applied vertical load. The applied load induces a shearing stress and an
increase in pore pressure which are analyzed for varying confining
pressures in order to determine the soil’s applicable shear strength
parameters. The results can be utilized to determine both total and
effective stress parameters. The test procedure that the Agency follows is
outlined in AASHTO T297 - Standard Method of Test for Unconsolidated,
Undrained Compressive Strength of Cohesive Soils in Triaxial
Compression.
4.3.1.2.3 Consolidated-Drained (CD)
The consolidated-drained test is similar to the consolidated-undrained test
except that drainage is permitted during shear and the rate of consolidation
is very slow. Thus, the buildup of excess pore pressure is prevented.
Again, several tests on similar specimens are conducted to determine the
shear strength parameters. This test is typically used to determine design
parameters for long-term embankment stability. However, since the same
results can be determined from CU testing with pore pressure
measurements, this test is rarely conducted by the Agency.
4.3.1.3 Direct Shear
The direct shear test is the oldest and simplest form of shear test. A soil sample is
placed in a metal shear box and undergoes a horizontal force. The soil fails by
shearing along a plane when the force is applied. The test can be performed either
in stress-controlled or strain-controlled environment. In addition the test is
typically performed as a consolidated-drained test on cohesionless soils. The test
procedure that the Agency follows is outlined in AASHTO T236 - Standard
Method of Test for Direct Shear Test of Soils Under Consolidated Drained
Conditions.
4.3.2 Consolidation Test
The shear strength of soils, Su, can be developed using the SHANSEP (i.e., stress history
and normalized soil engineering properties) method developed by Ladd and Foott [1974],
based on the results of the laboratory consolidated-undrained (CU) triaxial compression
tests and consolidation tests. SHANSHEP is a system to present and characterize the
undrained shear strength of soils and is based on the observation that the shear strength of
many soils can be normalized with respect to the vertical consolidation pressure. The
SHANSEP method can be expressed using the following equation:
Where,
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S

=

undrained shear strength ratio under
consolidation, obtained from CU tests;

normal

σvc′ =

effective vertical consolidation stress for a given
loading;

OCR =

over-consolidation ratio, obtained from consolidation
tests which is the ratio of the preconsolidation
pressure (pc′) to the in-situ vertical effective stress
(σv′); and
SHANSEP modeling parameter (m = 0.8 for most
cohesive soils and typical applications [Ladd and
DeGroot, 2003]).

m

=

The test procedure that the Agency follows is outlined in AASHTO T216 - Standard
Method of Test for One-Dimensional Consolidation Properties of Soils.
4.3 External Testing Services
There are a number of specialty soil strength tests (e.g. torsional ring shear, direct simple
shear) that can be performed via an external testing services contract. In addition,
permeability or hydraulic conductivity testing may be necessary to investigate projects with
complex groundwater issues. It is important that the Engineer is aware of the scheduling and
design implications that an external services contract may have on the delivery time for the
final design.

5.0 Analysis and Design Procedures
5.1 General Approach
The analysis routinely conducted for the majority of Agency slope stability projects typically
consists of the following steps:
1. Review site geometry from acquired field surveys, including but not limited to
LIDAR, topographic surveys as well as current and historic aerial photographs;
2. Develop the project’s soil profile through the process of estimating and assigning soil
properties for each soil stratum within the slope using available geologic information,
boring logs, topographic surveys, field and laboratory test results, empirical
correlations, back-calculations, and any other available information;
3. Review and interpret surface and ground water conditions and apparent fluctuations
based on a review of the topographic survey, monitoring well information and
documented redoximorphic features within the soil samples;
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4. Determine the location and magnitude of existing and future static or dynamic loads
(structures, roads, railroads etc) and assess the effect on overall stability (i.e,
stabilizing force or destabilizing force);
5. Characterize the existing site conditions through the process of back calculating the
soil parameters at failure (FS<1.0), see Section 5.4.7, through an assessment of static,
dynamic and seismic loading conditions while accounting for varying groundwater
conditions including rapid drawdown and seepage. Identify potential failure locations
and modes (circular/block etc.) for 2-D slope stability analyses;
6. Perform a series of slope stability analyses and calculate the design factor of safety
for mitigation alternatives using the back calculated soil parameters.
7. Compare the computed design factor of safety to the required factor of safety;
a. If the computed factor of safety is approximately equal to or slightly greater than
the required factor of safety, the design is considered acceptable.
b. If the factor of safety is significantly greater than the required factor of safety,
changes to reduce the computed factor of safety may be considered if significant
cost savings can be realized while maintaining an acceptable level of safety.
c. If the factor of safety is less than the required factor of safety, the Engineer must
consider alternative measures to increase the factor of safety and repeat the
procedure until an acceptable factor of safety is achieved.
8. Develop geotechnical report, drawings or plans and/or specifications required to
successfully implement the selected design alternative.
5.2 Development of Subsurface Soil Profile
The ultimate goal of a subsurface investigation is to develop a working model that depicts
major subsurface layers exhibiting distinct soil characteristics and behaviors. The end
product is the subsurface profile, a two dimensional depiction of the soil stratigraphy. The
following steps outline the creation of the subsurface profile:
1. Review the boring log and laboratory test results and develop estimate for the soil
properties of various layers. The selection of material properties and ultimately the
development of the project’s subsurface profile is an iterative process. Test results
and boring logs should be revisited several times as the data is developed and
analyzed and as new data is acquired before the properties soil layers are finalized.
Subsurface soil or rock properties are generally determined using one or more of the
following methods and are outlined below in Sections 5.3 and 5.4:
•
•
•

in-situ testing during the field exploration program,
laboratory testing, and
back analysis or back calculation methods based on site performance data.
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2. Organize the boring logs relative to their respective field locations and compare and
match up the different soil and rock units at adjacent boring locations, if possible.
Group the subsurface units based on engineering material properties and behaviors.
Caution should be exercised when attempting to connect units in adjacent borings, as
the geologic stratigraphy does not always fit into well defined layers.
3. A detailed site characterization may include cross sections located at one or more
critical stations. Critical cross sections may be initially selected based on a review of
the site topography but are often revised during the design process.
Create cross sections by plotting borings at their respective elevations and positions
horizontal to one another with appropriate scales. The cross section(s) should show an
interpretation of the entire slope based on the surface mapping, subsurface
investigation, and regional geologic maps. The cross sections should identify surface
topography, locations of borings, instrumentation, groundwater elevations, and
known or hypothesized bedrock elevations. The cross sections may also show the
Engineer’s interpretation of the subsurface stratigraphy including any design
parameters and assumptions utilized.
4. Review the profile to see how it compares with expected results and knowledge of the
geologic (depositional) history. Were anomalies and unexpected results encountered
during exploration and was testing adequately addressed during the process? Make
sure that all of the subsurface features and properties pertinent to design have been
addressed.
5.3 Determination of Soil and Rock Strength Parameters for Design
5.3.1 Cohesionless Soils, c = 0
SPT test results are used to identify the soil parameters such as unit weight, relative
density, and internal friction angle along the depth of the borehole. This section outlines
the critical relationship between soil density and internal friction angle for SPT blow
counts corrected for hammer energy and overburden.
Regarding SPTs, the N-values obtained are dependent on the equipment used and the
skill of the operator, and should be corrected for field procedures to standard N60 values.
This correction is necessary because many past correlations were based on a SPT
hammer operated manually using a cathead rope; this method has an overall efficiency
rating of 60%. Thus SPT N values should be corrected for hammer efficiency, if
applicable to the design method or correlation being used, using the following
relationship:
𝑁60 = (𝐸𝑅/60%)𝑁
Where,
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ER
ER

=
=

system actually used. The following values for ER
may be assumed if hammer specific data is not
available:
60% for conventional drop hammer rope and cathead
80% for automatic trip hammer

VTrans has conducted two separate analyses on the efficiency of their SPT hammers,
both manual and automatic, in use on its drilling equipment. The hammer specific values,
CE [CE =(ER/60%)], for use with AWJ rod area as follows:
VTrans Drilling Equipment
Large Skid Rig

SPT Hammer Type
Automatic
Manual
Automatic
Automatic

CME 55 Track Rig
CME 45 Track Rig

CE
1.33
1.15
1.46
1.34

Hammer efficiency (ER) for Consultant hammer systems used in local practice may be
used in lieu of the values provided. However, specific hammer system efficiencies shall
be developed in general accordance with ASTM D-4945 for dynamic analysis of driven
piles or other alternate accepted procedure.
Corrections for rod length, hole size, and use of a liner may also be made if appropriate.
In general, these are only significant in unusual cases or where there is significant
variation from standard procedures. These corrections may be significant for evaluation
of liquefaction. Information on these additional corrections can be found in the following
resource: “Proceedings of the NCEER Workshop on Evaluation of Liquefaction
Resistance of Soils”.
When applicable to the design method or correlation being used N-values should also be
corrected for overburden pressure. N values corrected for both overburden and the
efficiency of the field procedures hall be designated as N160. The overburden correction
equation that should be used is:
𝑁160 = 𝐶𝑁 × 𝑁60

Where,
CN
CN
N60
σ’v

=
=
=
=

correction factor for overburden
[0.77 log10 (20/σ’v)], CN < 2.0
N-value corrected for energy efficiency
vertical effective stress, in TSF

In general, correlations between SPT N-values and soil properties, see Table 2, such as
internal friction angle and unit weight, should only be used for cohesionless soils, and
sand in particular. Caution should be used when interpreting the SPT N-values obtained
from gravelly soils. Gravel particles can plug the sampler, resulting in increased blow
counts and misleading friction angles.
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Source: FHWA Soils & Foundations Workshop Manual (1993)

Table 2: Cohesionless Soil Properties Based on SPT Data
5.3.2 Cohesive Soils, φ = 0
Cohesive soils may be assessed using either drained (effective stress) or undrained (total
stress) properties. Field testing and sampling is conducted to gain a better understanding
of these properties. Often vane shear testing is coupled with the acquisition of shelby
tubes and SPT values to develop cohesive soil parameters. A series of empirical
correlations are presented herein and have been provided for preliminary design purposes
only. Design assumptions and final design values should be obtained via site specific
field and laboratory testing.
Typically vane shear tests are conducted in the field to determine the undrained shear
strength of the material for use in a total stress analysis. Shelby tube samples are
extracted for the purposes of conducting direct shear, consolidation and consolidatedundrained (CU) testing. SPT tests are conducted during an investigation into clayey soils
to assist in determining the soils’ relative density, soil composition and to provide
material for Atterberg Limits testing. SPT N-values shall not be used to determine
cohesive soil parameters for design purposes due to the dynamic nature of the test and
resulting rapid changes in pore pressures and disturbance within the deposit.
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Source: FHWA GEC No. 5

Figure 4: Relationship between ф’ and PI
For clays, empirical correlations have been developed to relate ф’ to the plasticity
characteristics of the soil, see Figure 4. In Figure 4, ф’ decreases with an increasing PI
value. It should be noted that the plasticity index is identified as Ip in Figure 4 vs. PI as
identified throughout this document. Considering the overall importance of ф’ in stability
calculations, foundations, and landslide analyses, it is essential to directly assess ф’ by
means of direct shear tests or triaxial tests for final design purposes in most cases
involving clay soils.
Figure 5 depicts historic soils data gathered by VTrans and correlating PI to hydrometer
test results showing the percent of clay material for various sites across Vermont. Figure
5 can be used to estimate the clay fraction which can then be utilized with Figure 6 to
give an approximation of the soil’s residual friction angle. This value can be used for
preliminary design purposes; however, residual friction angles should be verified through
a series of cyclic direct shear tests, direct simples shear or torsional ring shear testing.
Friction angle is one of the strength parameters typically quantified, the other is cohesion.
The short-term value of effective cohesion is related to the preconsolidation stress, σp′,
and current effective stress state, as shown in Figure 7. However, for long-term analyses
involving most insensitive clays, silts, and uncemented sands, it is conservative to adopt
c′ = 0; unless adequate laboratory testing is conducted or sufficient information exists to
prove bonding or cementation.
Conservative recommended values of effective cohesion are as follows:
Short Term: c′ = 0.024 σp′
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PI vs. Clay Fraction - VTrans Soil Data
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Figure 5: VTrans’ Soil Data: PI vs. % Clay Fraction

Source: FHWA GEC No. 5
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Figure 6: Residual Friction Angles for Clayey Soils

Source: FHWA GEC No. 5

Figure 7: Relationship between c’ and σp’

The undrained shear strength (Su) of cohesive soils (i.e. clay, highly plastic silts and
residual soils) can be determined using unconfined compression (UC) tests,
unconsolidated undrained (UU) triaxial tests, or consolidated undrained (CU) triaxial
tests of undisturbed samples. Typically the total internal friction angle is negligible and
assumed equal to zero (ϕ = 0) and the Mohr-Coulomb shear strength equation for the
undrained shear strength (τ) of cohesive soils can be expressed as one half of the shear
stress at failure, Δ𝜎𝑓 , indicated by the following equation:
𝑆𝑢 = 𝐶 =

Δ𝜎𝑓
2

The undrained shear strength of cohesive soils may also be determined by in-situ testing
such as Cone Penetrometer Test (CPT), Flat Plate Dilatometer Test (DMT), or Vane
Shear Test (VST). As stated previously, the drawback to the use of in-situ field testing
methods to obtain undrained shear strengths of cohesive soils is that the empirical
correlations are based on a soil database that is material or soil formation specific and
therefore the reliability of these correlations must be verified for each project site by
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substantiated regional experience or by conducting laboratory testing and calibrating the
in-situ testing results.

The VST field measured undrained shear strength, Svane, should be computed based on
the following equation for a rectangular vane only typically used by the Agency with a
height to diameter ratio of 2:1;

𝑆𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑒 =

Where,
T
D
H

=
=
=

6𝑇

7𝜋𝐷3

for

𝐻
𝐷

=2

VST torque resistance
Diameter of field vane
Height of field vane

The vane correction factor (μ) is determined from the relationship shown in Figure 9. The
vane correction factor (μ) is computed by entering the top chart with PI and (Svane/σ’vo) to
establish whether the clay is within the normally consolidated (NC) range between the
limits “young” and “aged”, or overconsolidated (OC). The lower chart is used by entering
the (Svane/σ’vo) and selecting the vane correction factor (μ) for the appropriate NC or OC
curves. A maximum vane correction factor (μ) of 1.0 is recommended.
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Source: Aas et al., (1986)

Figure 9: Vane Shear Correction Factor
Empirical correlations based on SHANSHEP laboratory testing results can be used for
preliminary designs and to evaluate the peak undrained shear strength (Su) obtained from
laboratory testing or in-situ testing. This method is only applicable to clays without
sensitive structure where undrained shear strength increases proportionally with the
effective overburden pressure (σ’vo). The SHANSHEP laboratory test results of Ladd et
al. (1977) revealed trends in undrained shear strength ratio (Su/σ’v) as a function of
overconsolidation ratio as indicated in Figure 10.
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Source: Ladd, et al., (1977)

Figure 10: Su / σ’v Ratio and OCR Relationship

The average peak undrained shear strengths (τ) shown in Figure 10 can be approximated
by an empirical formula developed by Jamiolkowsi et al. (1985) as indicated by the
following equation;
𝑆𝑢 = (0.23(𝑂𝐶𝑅)0.8 )𝜎′𝑣𝑜
Where,
Su
=
OCR =
σ’vo =
VTrans GEI 14-01
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The ratio of the undrained shear strength to vertical effective stress is often noted as
follows:
𝑆𝑢 (𝑉𝑆𝑇)
For normally consolidated clays (Skempton):
~ 0.11+0.0037 PI
𝜎
𝑣𝑜

𝑆𝑢 (𝑉𝑆𝑇)

For over-consolidated clays (Chandler):

𝜎𝑝

Where,

~ 0.11+0.0037 PI

𝜎𝑝 = the effective preconsolidation stress typically determined from laboratory
consolidation testing. It is the maximum past pressure that a soil has been exposed to
since disposition.
Using typical SHANSHEP parameters:
𝑆𝑢
= 𝑆(𝑂𝐶𝑅)𝑚
𝜎′𝑣𝑐
The constant S corresponds to the normalized strength for normally consolidated soils
with OCR ~ 1.0. The constant m is known as the strength increase exponent.
The SHANSEP parameters should be used only for fairly homogeneous clay deposits that
can be suitably characterized by a normalized strength. The method is not suitable for
sensitive or cemented clays.

Soil Type

Strength Ratio, S

Sensitive marine Clays Ip<30%, Ip>1
Homogeneous CL and CH sedimentary
clays of low to moderate sensitivity = 2080%
Northeastern U.S. varved clays
Sedimentary deposits of silts and organic
soils (Atterberg limits plot below A-line,
but excluding peats) and clays with shells.

Strength
Component, m

0.2
0.22

1
0.8

0.166
(DDS mode)
0.25

0.75
0.8

Table 3: SHANSHEP parameters
The undrained shear strength (Su) can be compared to the remolded shear strength (Sur)
(residual undrained shear strength, Su res) to determine the sensitivity (St) of cohesive
soils. Sensitivity is the measure of the breakdown and loss of inter-particle attractive
forces and bonds within cohesive soils. Typically in dispersed cohesive soils the loss is
relatively small, but in highly flocculated structures the loss in strength can be large.
Sensitivity is determined using the following equation:
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The description of sensitivity is defined in the following table.
Sensitivity
<1
1‒2
3‒4
5‒8
9 ‒ 16
17 ‒ 32
33 ‒ 64
>64

Descriptive Term
Insensitive
Slightly Sensitive
Medium Sensitive
Sensitive
Very Sensitive
Slightly Quick
Medium Quick
Quick

Source: modified from Spangler and Handy, (1982)

Table 4: Sensitivity of Cohesive Soils
The remolded shear strength of cohesive soils (Sur) can be determined from remolded
triaxial specimens or from in-situ testing methods (electro-piezocone or field vane).
Triaxial specimens should have the same moisture content as the undisturbed sample as
well as the same degree of saturation and confining pressure. Further sensitivity can be
related to the liquidity index using the following figure.

Source: Mitchell, (1993)
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Figure 11: Sensitivity based on Liquidity Index and σ’vo
The Liquidity Index (LI) can also be related to remolded shear strength (τR = cur = Sur) as
indicated in the following.

Source: Mitchell, (1993)

Figure 12: Remolded Shear Strength vs. Liquidity Index
Where,
1 kPa = 0.0209 ksf
The Liquidity Index (LI) is the relationship between natural moisture content, Plastic
Limit (PL), and the Liquid Limit (LL).
The undrained residual shear strength of cohesive soils (St < 2) can be estimated for
preliminary design and to evaluate the undrained residual shear strength, Su res, obtained
from laboratory testing or in-situ testing. The undrained residual shear strength can be
estimated by reducing peak undrained shear strength (Su) by a residual shear strength loss
factor (λ) as indicated in the following equation.
𝑆𝑢𝑟 = 𝜆𝑆𝑢

The residual shear strength loss factor (λ) typically ranges from 0.50 to 0.67 depending
on the type of clay soil. Examples of residual shear strength loss factors (λ) presented in
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Table 5 are based on the results of a pile soil set-up factor study prepared by Rauche et al.
(1996).
Soil Type
USCS
Low Plasticity Clay
Medium to High Plasticity Clay

Description
CL-ML
CL & CH

Residual Shear Strength Loss Factor(λ)
0.57
0.5

Table 5: Residual Shear Strength Loss Factors
5.3.3 φ-c Soils, φ > 0 and c > 0
The undrained shear strength of soils that have both φ and c components should be
determined in the laboratory using the appropriate testing methods. However, if the
samples for this type of testing have not been obtained (e.g. during the preliminary
exploration), then the soil should be treated as if the soil were either completely cohesive
or cohesionless. For soils that are difficult to determine the approximate classification,
the undrained shear strength parameters for both cohesive and cohesionless soils should
be determined and the more conservative design should be used.
5.3.4 Rock Fill Soil Strength Parameters
For design purposes, VTrans assumes a unit weight of 145 to 150 pcf and a friction angle
of 45 degrees for rock fill materials.
For unreinforced slopes steeper than 1V:2H VTrans typically uses stone fill slopes. The
desired slope angle for stone fill slopes is 1V:1.5H. The slope may be installed at an
angle up to 1V:1.25H pending approval by the Geotechnical Engineering Manager. See
Section 8 for more design details.
5.3.5 “Back-Calculation” or “Back-Analysis” Method
Existing landslides offer the opportunity to estimate the average shear strength properties
along the failure surface by mathematical methods. This procedure is generally referred
to as back-calculation or back-analysis. The procedure requires the determination of the
configuration of the landslide failure surface relative to the topography at the time of
failure, variability in earth materials along the failure surface, the subsurface water level
at the time of failure, external loading conditions, and the appropriate soil density.
Once the soil parameters have been determined, a slope stability analysis method
appropriate to the slide configuration is chosen. The slope stability model is then
transferred into and analyzed using a slope stability program developed by RocScience
called SLIDE. The slope stability model including the shear strength parameters are then
adjusted and the analysis repeated until a factor of safety of 1.0 (FS=1.0) is obtained. This
method provides different set of back-calculated values for cohesion, c, and friction
angle, φ, which satisfy FS = 1.0. The Engineer then selects an appropriate combination of
c and φ based on a combination of the back-calculation results, laboratory test results,
boring log data, empirical relationships, and prior experience. For effective stress
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analyses, it is common to assume c’= 0, but analyses can be made assuming a small value
of cohesion (200 - 400 psf) for first-time slides in over-consolidated clays where
appropriate. These strength parameters can then be utilized in the evaluation of a
proposed mitigation alternative to assess the long term stability of the slope.
5.4 Groundwater Effects
The effects of groundwater should always be considered in slope stability analyses. The
presence of groundwater in a slope can reduce effective stresses when positive pore water
pressures develop, causing a reduction in shear resistance. Groundwater can also increase destabilizing forces in the slope via the additional weight associated with a moist slide mass or
via seepage forces. Therefore, engineers and geologists should investigate the presence of
groundwater and evaluate potentially adverse future groundwater conditions.
A detailed assessment of the groundwater regime within and beneath the slope/landslide
mass is also critical. Detailed piezometric data at multiple locations and depths within and
below the slope will likely be needed. The ability to acquire this information is dependent
upon the geologic complexity of the stratigraphy and groundwater conditions. Potential
seepage at the face of the slope must be assessed and addressed. In some cases, a detailed
flow net analysis may be needed. If seepage does exit at the slope face, the potential for soil
piping should also be assessed as a slope stability failure mechanism, especially in highly
erodible silts and sands.
If groundwater varies seasonally, long-term monitoring of the groundwater levels in the soil
should be conducted. If groundwater levels tend to be responsive to significant rainfall
events, the long-term groundwater monitoring should be continuous, and on-site rainfall data
collection should also be considered.
Analyses of slope stability with a groundwater level located above a portion of the sliding
surface can be performed using one of two methods presented by the Southern California
Earthquake Center’s Guidelines for Analyzing and Mitigating Landslide Hazards in
California:
Method 1:

By the use of total unit weights and specification of groundwater table
location and boundary water pressures. This method is appropriate for
effective stress analyses of slope stability and should be used with
effective stress strength parameters. [If a total stress analysis is desired, it
should be performed with no phreatic surface (i.e., zero pore pressure).
Seepage forces should not be included. Total stress (undrained) strength
parameters should be used.]

Method 2:

By the use of buoyant unit weights and seepage forces below the water
table. This method is appropriate for use only with effective stress
analyses; it should not be used with total stress analyses.

Method 1 is most commonly selected. In a stability analysis utilizing Method 1, porewater
pressures are commonly depicted as an actual or assumed phreatic surface or through the use
of piezometric surfaces or heads. The phreatic surface, which is defined as the free
groundwater level, is the most common method used to specify groundwater in computerVTrans GEI 14-01
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aided slope stability analyses. The use of piezometric surfaces or heads, which are usually
calculated during a seepage or subsurface water flow analysis, is generally more accurate, but
not as common as identifying the phreatic surface. Computer programs may allow multiple
perched water levels to be input within specific units through the specification of piezometric
surfaces.
External water pressures acting on the surface of the embankment should be specified
because external water pressures are a component of total stress and need be included to
satisfy equilibrium in terms of total stress. The depth of water should be varied to account for
a variety of conditions including flooding and rapid drawdown.
5.4.1 Hydraulic Conductivity
Hydraulic conductivity may be a useful soil parameter to understand when analyzing any
seepage related problem or in proposing horizontal or vertical drainage conduits as a
mitigation alternative. In general design practice, hydraulic conductivity is estimated
based on grain size characteristics of the soil strata. In critical applications, the hydraulic
conductivity may be determined through in-situ testing. A discussion of field
measurement of permeability is presented in FHWA GEC No. 5. In addition, ASTM
D4043 presents a guide for the selection of various field methods. If in-situ test methods
are utilized to determine hydraulic conductivity, one or more of the following methods
may be used:
•
•
•
•
•

Well pumping tests
Packer permeability tests
Seepage tests
Slug tests
Piezocone tests

5.4.2 Effect of Groundwater and Excess Pore Pressures
Groundwater movement and associated seepage pressures are the most frequent cause of
slope instability. The following five groundwater conditions should be carefully
considered while assessing slope stability:
1. Seepage Pressures: Subsurface water seeping toward the face or toe of a
slope produces destabilizing forces which can be evaluated by flow net
construction. The piezometric heads which occur along the assumed failure
surface produce outward forces which must be considered in the stability
analysis.
2. Construction Pore Pressures: When compressible fill materials are used in
embankment construction, excess pore pressures may develop within the
compressible soil and must be considered in the stability analysis. Normally,
field piezometric measurements are required to evaluate this condition.
3. Excess Pore Pressures in Embankment Foundations: Where embankments
are constructed over compressible soils, the foundation pore pressures must be
considered in the stability analysis.
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4. Artesian Pressures: Artesian pressures beneath slopes can have serious
effects on slope stability. Should such pressures be found to exist, they must
be used to determine effective stresses and unit weights, and the slope and
foundation stability should be evaluated by effective stress methods.
5. Rapid Drawdown: The rapid drawdown case has long been recognized as one
of the most severe loadings conditions that a slope can be subjected to and it is
well documented in the literature. The condition is perhaps most commonly
associated with the upstream slope of embankment dams; however, failures
are also very common in natural and man-made slopes along rivers and manmade drainage channels as a result of flooding.
Flood events can leave water levels high in rivers and drainage channels for
significant periods of time and then drop relatively rapidly once the floodwaters
recede. The effect of this inundation on the soil in the slope, both prior to and
subsequent to drawdown, is the essence of the rapid drawdown loading condition.
Therefore, to understand rapid drawdown one must consider what is happening to
the soil in the slope, both in terms of soil strength and pore pressure development.
The rapid drawdown condition occurs when totally or partially submerged slopes
experience a rapid reduction of external water levels. Failures tend to occur when
the excess pore pressures within a fine grained soil do not dissipate as the water
levels decrease. Because undrained shear strength is lower than drained shear
strength, the excess pore pressures reduce the soil’s shear strength. In addition,
when the water levels are high, the water acts as a stabilizing force; once rapidly
removed the factor of safety decreases.
To model rapid drawdown effectively it is recommended to consult Appendix G
of the USACOE Engineering Manual 1110-2-1902.
5.5 Drainage Conditions and Total vs. Effective Stress Analysis
5.5.1 Drained vs. Undrained Loading Conditions
For a saturated soil subjected to undrained loading, (no drainage of pore water from the
void spaces can occur), the soil undergoes no change in volume. During undrained
conditions, changes in total stress (Δσ) cause the development of either positive excess
pore water pressures (Δu > 0) that will tend to decrease the effective stress in the soil or
negative excess pore water pressures (Δu < 0) that will tend to increase the effective
stress in the soil.
The drained loading of a saturated soil means that the water in the void spaces is free to
move so that no excess pore water pressures develop (Δu = 0) during loading. There is
usually a change (i.e., increase or decrease) in void ratio and a corresponding change in
volume. Again, water may be present, but is free to move out of the soil mass (termed
contractive soil behavior) or into the soil mass (termed dilatant soil behavior).
Contractive behavior results in a decrease in volume (e.g., settlement) and dilative
behavior causes an increase in volume (e.g., swelling). Coarse grained soils have such a
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high permeability (e.g., k > 10-3cm/s) that, under static loading, they are almost always
drained.
Sands, however, will behave in an undrained mode when subjected to rapid loading, such
as that imposed by an earthquake whereby the entire deposit is liquified and water is not
able drain from the pore spaces. For saturated sands, the pore pressure generated during
an earthquake, or shaking, should be estimated with a liquefaction analysis. The
undrained residual shear strength should be used if soil liquefies. The residual shear
strength can be estimated using available correlations with liquidity index, see Figure 12
in Section 5.3.2. The drained strength should be used if the soil does not liquefy,
however, the pore pressure generated during shaking should be estimated, so that the
effective stress in the soil can be appropriately reduced.
If a clay soil is loaded slowly enough it will drain and therefore drained loading should be
considered in the long term stability analysis of clay slopes. The short term stability of
cuts and fill constructed in clay should be represented by undrained loading conditions.
Additional discussion about loading is discussed in Section 5.0 – Analysis and Design
Procedures.
Soil behavior during drained loading is fundamentally different than during undrained
loading. Drained loading implies that loads are applied at a sufficiently slow rate so that
no pore pressures are generated in the soil during shear, and volume change is allowed.
Undrained loading typically occurs when loads are applied at a sufficiently high rate,
relative to the permeability of the material, generating pore pressures within the soil
matrix, and volume change is not allowed.
Additional information and discussion on drained versus undrained loading conditions is
presented in FHWA’s Geotechnical Engineering Circular No. 5 – Evaluation of Soil and
Rock Properties.
Guidelines on the appropriate use of drained vs. undrained strength parameters are
provided below. The term "loading" refers to a condition in which total normal stresses
along potential sliding surfaces are increased, for example the placement of fill, structural
loads, etc. Conversely, "unloading" refers to a condition in which total normal stresses
are decreased, such as excavations or rapid drawdown of flood or static water levels. In
saturated soil, the total stress increase associated with loading tends to increase the pore
pressures in the ground, whereas unloading reduces pore pressures. Pore pressures can
also increase or decrease as a result of shearing, depending on whether the soil is
contractive or dilatant.
5.5.2 Total vs. Effective Stress Analysis
As discussed above, the choice between total and effective stress parameters is governed
by the drainage conditions which occur within the sliding mass and along its boundaries.
Drainage is dependent upon soil permeability, boundary conditions, and time. For most
practical problems the total stress analysis is used for short term stability problems while
effective stress analysis is used to analyze long term stability issues with the assumption
that any excess pore pressures have had to time to dissipate. Thus undrained strength
parameters (Su) are used for total stress analysis assuming that the project area consists
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primarily of cohesive soil. For effective stress analyses, φ’ and c’ along with the pore
pressure, u, are required to evaluate slope stability.
5.5.2.1 Total Stress Analysis
Where drainage cannot occur during shear, use the undrained shear strength
parameter, Su, see Section 5.3.2 for more in-depth discussion of the selection of
Su. Field vane shear and cone penetration tests may be used to determine
undrained soil properties. Examples where a total stress analysis is applicable
include:
1.

Analysis of cut slopes of normally consolidated or slightly preconsolidated
clays. In this case little dissipation of pore water pressure occurs prior to
critical stability conditions. Static loading of saturated clay with low OCR
(OCR < 4) will be most critical under short term undrained loading
conditions.

2.

Analysis of embankments on a soft clay stratum. This is a special case as
differences in the stress-strain characteristics of the embankment and the
foundation may lead to progressive failure.

3.

Rapid drawdown of water level providing insufficient time for drainage. Use
the undrained strength corresponding to the overburden condition within the
soil structure prior to drawdown. Rapid drawdown removes the stabilizing
effects of external water pressures. Undrained shear strengths are assumed
to apply for all but the most highly permeable and free-draining materials
(permeability coefficient, k > 10-3 cm/s).

4.

End-of-construction condition for fills constructed using cohesive soils. Use
the undrained strength of samples compacted to field density and at a water
content representative of the embankment.

5.5.2.2 Effective Stress Analysis
The effective shear strength parameters (c', φ') should be used for the following
cases:
1.

Long-term stability of clay fills. Use steady state seepage pressures where
applicable.

2.

Short-term or end-of-construction condition for fills built of free draining
sand and gravel. Friction angle is usually approximated using empirical
correlations. Static loading of clean sand will generally be drained (i.e.,
CD).

3.

Rapid drawdown condition of slopes in pervious, relatively incompressible,
coarse-grained soils. Use pore pressures corresponding to new lower water
level with steady state flow.
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4.

Long-term stability of cuts in saturated clays. Use steady state seepage
pressures where applicable.

5.

Cases of partial dissipation of pore pressure in the field. Here, porewater
pressures must be measured by piezometers or estimated from consolidation
data.

5.6 Slope Stability Modeling
Once the conditions for which strength parameters will be used have been established, an
appropriate method for evaluating them can be implemented. In practice, limiting equilibrium
methods are used in the analysis of slope stability. It is considered that failure is occurring along
an assumed or a known failure surface. The shear strength required to maintain a condition of
limiting equilibrium is compared with the available shear strength of the soil, giving the average
factor of safety along the failure surface. The problem is considered in two dimensions,
conditions of plane strain being assumed. It has been shown that a two-dimensional analysis
gives a conservative result for a failure on a three-dimensional (dish-shaped) surface. The most
common types of slope failures are illustrated in Figure 13.

Translational slips

Figure 13: Types of Slope Failures
In rotational slips the shape of the failure surface may be a circular arc or a non-circular curve.
In general, circular slips are associated with homogeneous soil conditions and non-circular
slips with non-homogeneous conditions. Translational and compound slips occur where the
geometry of the failure surface is influenced by the presence of an adjacent and denser
stratum. Translational slips tend to occur where the adjacent stratum is at a relatively shallow
depth below the surface of the slope: the failure surface tends to be plane and roughly parallel
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to the slope. Compound slips usually occurs where the denser stratum is at greater depth, the
failure surface consisting of curved and plane sections.
5.6.1 Factor of Safety for Slope Stability Analyses
The factor of safety (FOS) for slopes should be selected based on the supporting structure
type, impact of slope failure, uncertainty of soil parameters and temporary or permanent,
conditions such as rapid drawdown, seismic etc. For overall stability analysis of walls
and structural foundations, the factor of safety selected for design shall be consistent with
the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. For slopes adjacent to but not directly
supporting structures, a minimum factor of safety of 1.3 shall be used. For foundations on
slopes that support structures such as bridges and retaining walls, a minimum factor of
safety of 1.50 shall be used. Exceptions to this could include minor walls that have a
minimal impact on the stability of the existing slope, in which the 1.30 minimum factor
of safety may be used.
For general slope stability analysis of permanent fills and landslide repairs that do not
support structures, a minimum safety factor of 1.3 shall be used. A minimum factor of
safety of 1.5 shall be used of cut slopes. For temporary or staged construction a
minimum factor of safety of 1.2 may be used. For extreme events such as a rapid
drawdown or earthquake event the minimum factor of safety is equal to 1.1. Larger safety
factors should be used if there is significant uncertainty in the analysis input parameters.
5.6.2 Software Programs
The Agency has selected the SLIDE software program developed by RocScience as its
preferred slope stability software program. SLIDE’s slope stability analysis software can
be used to perform 2D Limit Equilibrium analyses with finite element groundwater
seepage analysis, rapid drawdown, sensitivity and probabilistic analysis and support
design capabilities. All types of soil and rock slopes, embankments, earth dams and
retaining walls can be analyzed. SLIDE also has CAD capabilities which allow the user
to create and edit complex models.
SLIDE includes a finite element groundwater seepage analysis for steady state or
transient conditions. Flows, pressures and gradients are calculated based on user defined
hydraulic boundary conditions. Seepage analysis is fully integrated with the slope
stability analysis or can be used as a standalone module. It has probabilistic analysis
capabilities; statistical distributions may be assigned to almost any input parameters,
including material properties, support properties, loads, and water table location. The
probability of failure/reliability index is calculated, and provides an objective measure of
the risk of failure associated with a slope design. Sensitivity analysis allows the user to
determine the effect of individual variables on the safety factor.
The Agency also has past experience with using SLIDE exclusively for over 10 years.
There are other computer programs that the Agency uses such as ReSSA that perform
both internal and external stability calculations, these programs may be used to
complement the global stability analysis conducted using SLIDE. The Agency’s
Consultants are required to use SLIDE so that their analysis may be reviewed, verified
and/or modified as necessary by Agency personnel.
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5.6.3 Acceptable Methods for Slope Stability Analyses
5.6.3.1 Computer Analysis
The methods of Morgenstern and Price, Spencer, and Janbu's generalized
procedure of slices will yield reasonable estimates of the factor of safety for
failure surfaces of any shape. However, because of the difficulty associated with
selecting an appropriate force function for use with the Morgenstern and Price
method, and the frequent numerical instability problems associated with Janbu's
generalized procedure, those methods may not be suitable for general engineering
practice. Spencer’s Method uses an iterative procedure to satisfy both force and
equilibrium conditions for all selected slices. As a result, it is recommended
that Spencer's method be used for analyses of failure surfaces of any shape.
In addition, it is recommended that the Taylor and Bishop modified methods be
used for the analysis of circular failure surfaces. If a stability analysis has been
performed using a method other than the Spencer, Taylor, or Bishop methods, it is
recommended that the factors of safety for critical surfaces be checked using one
of these three methods.
5.6.3.2 Simplified Design Charts
For very simplified cases, design charts are available to perform a preliminary
assessment of slope stability. Examples of simplified design charts are provided in
NAVFAC DM-7. These charts are for a c-φ soil, and apply only to relatively
uniform soil conditions within and below the cut slope. They do not apply to fills
over relatively soft ground, as well as to cuts in primarily cohesive soils. Since
these charts are for a c-φ soil, a small cohesion will be needed to be assumed to
perform the assessment.
5.6.4 Search for Critical Failure Surfaces
It is essential to perform a thorough search for the critical slip surface to ensure that the
minimum factor of safety is calculated for the slope. The searching method needs to be
varied depending on the geologic conditions in the slope. The search for failure surfaces
should consider both circular and non-circular failures. Regardless of the identified
failure surface, a sufficient number of failure surfaces should be generated so that a range
of reasonable failure paths is considered. For a simple slope failure a minimum number
of 5000 failure surfaces is recommended for the initial review. However, there is no exact
value that can be used as each slide area has a different geometry and additional
modifications may be necessary depending upon the slope geometry.
Care should be exercised to include obvious failure initiation points such as the toe of the
slope or points where the slope angle changes significantly. Careful consideration should
be given to specifying the range and spacing such that obvious initiation and exit points
are expressly checked by the search.
[Note: SLIDE can be utilized to search for a critical circular or noncircular failure surface
using a grid. Multiple analyses using various grid sizes must be conducted to ensure that
all local minimums are found.]
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5.6.4.1 Infinite Slope Condition
The infinite slope condition as presented in most text books is also referred to as a
surficial slide. For this type of failure condition the failure mechanism is
anticipated to be relatively shallow and parallel to the slope face, with or without
seepage affects. For infinite slopes, consisting of cohesionless soils, that are above
the water table or that are fully submerged, the factor of safety for slope stability
is determined as follows:
𝐹𝑆 =

Where,

φ
β

=
=

Tan ∅
Tan 𝛽

the angle of internal friction for the soil
the slope angle relative to the horizontal

For infinite slopes that have seepage at the slope face, the factor of safety for
slope stability is determined as follows:

Where,

γb
γs

𝐹𝑆 =
=
=

𝛾𝑏 Tan ∅
𝛾𝑠 Tan 𝛽

the buoyant unit weight of the soil
the saturated unit weight of the soil

Considering that the buoyant unit weight is roughly one-half of the saturated unit
weight, seepage on the slope face can reduce the factor of safety by a factor of
two. This is a condition which should be avoided through some type of drainage;
otherwise much flatter slopes will be needed to achieve an adequate factor of
safety. When using the infinite slope method, if the FS is near or below 1.0 to
1.15, severe erosion or shallow slumping is likely. Vegetation on the slope can
help to reduce this problem, as the vegetation roots add cohesion to the surficial
soil, improving stability.
[Note: Conducting an infinite slope analysis does not preclude the need to check
for deeper slope failure mechanisms.] .
Natural slopes and manufactured fill slopes can be subject to shallow surficial
failure referred to as soil slumps or soil slips during periods of intense rainfall or
excessive irrigation. These failures are typically less than about 4 feet in depth
and have small thickness to length ratios. These failures are typically analyzed
using the infinite slope model suggested by Campbell (1975). The infinite slope
model, depicted in Figure 14, assumes an infinitely long failure surface parallel to
the ground surface with a perched groundwater table parallel to and coincident
with the ground surface and is applicable to both cohesionless and cohesive soils.
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The equation for factor of safety based on that model is:
𝐹=

Where,

𝑐′ + (𝛾 − 𝑚𝛾𝑤 )ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝛽𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙 ′
𝛾ℎ sin 𝛽 cos 𝛽

F
c'
h

=
the factor of safety
=
the cohesion intercept
=
the vertical depth of the slip surface
β
=
the slope angle
γ
=
the saturated unit weight (density) of the soil
γw
=
the unit weight of water
m
=
the fraction of h such that mh is the vertical height
of the groundwater table above the slip surface
φ’
=
the angle of shearing resistance

It should be noted that the shear strength parameters applicable for use in this
equation must be determined at very low normal stress (100 to 300 pounds per
square foot). Direct shear tests performed at those low normal stresses can be
unreliable. Therefore, it is recommended that tests be performed at relatively low
normal stresses such as 400, 800, and 1,500 pounds per square foot and that a
curved failure envelope passing through or nearly through the origin be fitted to
the test results. The shear strength parameters used in the analysis should be
represented by the tangent to the curved envelope at the effective normal stress
being analyzed.

Figure 14: Infinite Slope Condition
Skempton and DeLory (1957) concluded there is "rather strong evidence
suggesting that, on a geological time scale, stiff-fissured clays in natural slopes
behave as if c' = 0 psf” even though their laboratory shear test data indicated an
average cohesion of about 250 psf. Therefore, the Engineer should be cautious
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when using cohesion in the infinite slope formula to determine factor of safety.
The infinite slope analysis method discussed above when combined with properly
determined shear strength parameters represents an analysis that accurately
represents the worst case conditions for this type of failure. A factor of safety of
1.3 shall be applied to analyses based on shear strength parameters determined
from a failure envelope that passes through the origin.
All slopes steeper than a 1V:2H gradient shall be evaluated for stability. Slopes
that are flatter than 1V:2H should be analyzed based on engineering judgment and
local experience with geometry, surroundings, and subsurface conditions.
5.6.4.2 Circular (or Rotational) Failure Surfaces
Circular failures generally occur in slopes composed of homogenous material.
Often these slope failures are due to a combination of a sudden or gradual loss of
strength, negative groundwater effects and changes in the geometric profile such
as steepening of an existing slope or embankment.
5.6.4.3 Non-Circular & Translational (Sliding Block) Failure Surfaces
Translational (block) or noncircular failure surfaces are generally more
appropriate for modeling thin weak layers or suspected planes of weakness. If
there is a disparately strong unit either below or above a thin weak unit, the
modeled failure plane should lie within the suspected weak unit so that the most
critical failure surface is modeled as accurately as possible. Circular searches for
these types of conditions do not generally model the most critical failure surface.
If non-circular failure surfaces are to be used, geologic judgment and kinematics
need to be considered. For example, if Spencer's method is used to generate a
failure surface that has a nearly right-angle bend, then the calculated factor of
safety may be too high because the program has produced a failure surface with a
kinematically unreasonable geometry. That problem can be detected by checking
for very high base-of-slice normal-stresses and shear resistances in narrow slices.
Those high stresses and resistances result from the concentration of high side
forces at the right angle bend, which creates high base-of-slice normal-forces and
unreasonably high shear resistance.
Spencer's analysis can yield factors of safety that are significantly higher than
those produced by a simplified Janbu analysis when kinematically unreasonable
surfaces are specified (dip-slope analyses with passive toe wedges can create that
problem). The problem can often be resolved by searching for similar, but
kinematically more reasonable surfaces, in nearly the same area. When using
SLIDE to generate a large number of non-circular randomly shaped surfaces, the
engineer should carefully evaluate the results for convergence; sound engineering
judgment often results in identifying more critical failure surfaces.
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5.6.5 Surcharge Conditions
Loads are applied to slopes as a result of both construction activities and operational
needs. They can be permanent such as a structure or utility or temporary as in
construction equipment or the passage of a vehicle or train. For the purposes of highway
embankment analysis, a live load surcharge of 280 psf is used over the entire roadway
surface. For railroads, a live load surcharge of 1882 psf, corresponding to a Cooper E80
loading is applied over a tie width of 8.5 feet, see Appendix B. Other construction loads
should be evaluated on a case by case basis.

6.0 Remediation Strategies
Remediation strategies included herein can be used to resolve slope instabilities during design or
existing slope stability issues.
6.1 Overview
In general, guidance outlined in Chapter 17 “Stabilization of Soil Slopes” of the TRB Special
Report 247 entitled “Slides: Investigation and Mitigation” should be followed. Table 17-1 of
this TRB report outlines the general approaches to the design of stable remediated slopes for
these three categories or strategies:
•
•
•

Avoid the problem area
Reduce the forces tending to cause movement
Increase the forces resisting movement

Several feasible options or combination of alternatives (typically including berm, shear key,
flattened slope, excavation/replacement, etc.) should be considered. Other methods (retaining
walls, slope reinforcement, lightweight fills, various drainage options, etc.) may also be
technically and economically feasible. However, it is important to first correctly diagnose the
failure mechanism so as to determine the applicable mitigation strategies.
6.2 Non-structural Mitigation Strategies
Historically the utilization of a stone counterberm and/or stone key in combination with the
installation of an underdrain system has been the most frequently used mitigation strategy.
This approach has proven to be an economically feasible and incorporates a combination of
strategies outlined in Section 6.1.
6.2.1 Avoidance of the Problem Area
Consider relocation or realignment of the proposed or existing roadway. Complete or
partial removal of unstable materials should also be considered. In some instances,
spanning the unstable area with a structure (bridge) supported on driven piles or drilled
shafts may be feasible.
6.2.2 “Do Nothing” Approach
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This approach may be the least expensive, but a decision to employ this alternative
should be based on an adequate understanding of the risks, remediation alternatives and
costs, and potential consequences. This approach does not increase the level of stability;
instead this approach may increase future maintenance activities and costs. The “do
nothing” approach can be used where a slope failure does not appear to be imminent, an
impending threat lies outside the ROW or where financial resources are not available for
remediation and the risk to the traveling public can be effectively managed.
6.2.3 Balanced Approach
As the term balanced approach implies, this alternative’s primary goal is to achieve a
balance between conducting maintenance activities and implementing cost effective and
viable construction solutions. Typically the balanced approach is implemented because
the desired safety factor cannot be attained within the allotted budget or schedule. A
reduced factor of safety that deviates from the guidance given in this manual shall be
discussed and documented in writing by the Geotechnical Engineering Manager. It can be
either a short or long term approach depending upon the infrastructure requirements and
the Agency’s priorities.
Immediate maintenance activities are those activities which have an overall improvement
on slope stability, such as ditching, existing drainage system repair/rehabilitation, and the
implementation of safety measures such as raising guard rail and leveling. Typically,
these solutions are low cost remediation plans that do not have ROW or environmental
conflicts nor do they require large scale plan development. These solutions may offer a
limited improvement on slope stability.
The Agency, through its utilization of the “balanced approach”, recognizes that the factor
of safety is below the desired level and so assumes certain risks. The Agency should
perform a risk management assessment to identify and quantify the risks prior to
implementation. The Agency also commits itself to employing acceptable risk
management strategies to manage the associated risks. Risks are assigned and accepted
based on safety and budget considerations and the effect of the impact on the use of the
present infrastructure.
These projects typically include some form of instrumentation monitoring to continually
assess the site condition and safety. For example monitoring wells and inclinometers are
installed and monitored remotely. The results of this instrumentation monitoring are
provided to the Engineer by the Geotechnical Engineering Section Instrumentation
Technician so that the Engineer can monitor the slope’s movement and verify that the
slope does not represent an immediate safety concern to the traveling public.
6.2.4 Slope Flattening
An effective mitigation measure, if ROW and cost allow, is to decrease, or “flatten” the
existing slope. The horizontal distance from the toe of the slope to the slope crest is
increased thus decreasing the slope angle and increasing the factor of safety. This
alternative has the most benefit for over-steepened slopes. This alternative may be
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combined with other measures such as roadway realignment and the lowering of the
roadway grade or additional drainage installation or maintenance.
6.2.5 Stone Counterberm and Key
A counterberm is a large mass of material placed adjacent to an existing slope that resists
or prevents the rotation or translation of the slope due to excessive driving forces. The
use of a stone counterberm is designed to prevent slope movement by providing
sufficient dead weight or restraint near the toe of an unstable mass. The berm must be
stable against rotation and sliding at or below its base. Both stone fill and granular
borrow can be used for counterberm material. If the counterberm is to be placed adjacent
to a river, Type IV stone should be used and keyed into the existing ground surface as
described below.
Typically, when a slide occurs adjacent to a river it is because the river eroded the toe of
the slope (resisting forces were removed), which allowed a rotational failure to occur. If it
is determined that a counterberm is not needed for slope stability reasons and the slope
only requires protection against future erosion, a Type IV stone key is placed at the toe of
the existing slope to a depth of 4 to 6 feet below the ground surface to resist movement
and to protect the toe of the slope from future erosion. The Type IV stone fill typically
transitions to a 2 foot Type II stone blanket at the ordinary high water elevation. The
stone blanket prevents surficial sloughing of the slope. In addition, a slope stability
analysis should be conducted to verify the design geometry for each project.
Stone keys are also effective tool at mitigating sliding block failures. Keys are
constructed by excavating into competent material in the area below the shear zone or
slide plane and replacing it with rock to prevent further sliding.
See Appendix D and E for typical details.
6.2.6 Dewatering: Drainage/Groundwater Lowering
Mitigating the presence of surface water and ground water through the implementation of
various drainage strategies is the most widely used and generally the most successful
slope stabilization method utilized. The removal of surface water flowing into tension
cracks or ponding on the slope surface will prevent the saturation and erosion of the
upper soil layers. Positive drainage will reduce the pore pressures within the soil matrix
resulting in an increase in the soil shear strength.
6.2.6.1 Darcy’s Law
Darcy's law provides a means of calculating seepage flow rates and velocities in
saturated soils. There are numerous practical applications of Darcy's law in the
analysis of groundwater flow and design of subsurface drainage. It is commonly
used to determine the capacity of underdrains and pavement drainage systems.
Darcy's law relates flow through porous media linearly to a proportionality
constant, k, and the hydraulic gradient, i. Darcy's law is expressed in the
following form:
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𝑄 = 𝑘𝑖𝐴

Where,
Q
K
i

=
=
=

A

=

discharge through an area [volume/time]
coefficient of permeability (length/time)
hydraulic gradient (ratio of change in hydraulic head
and linear distance of fluid flow) (dimensionless)
area through which flow occurs (length2).

Darcy's law is valid within the range of steady state, laminar flow. This holds for
flow in most naturally occurring deposits and man-made fills. In highly permeable
granular materials where turbulent flow may exist, the validity of Darcy's law is
questionable should be used with caution. Experience has shown Darcy's law to
be valid for soils finer than coarse sand and gravel deposits with permeability up
to 3,000 ft/day.

6.2.6.2 Determination of Coefficient of Permeability
The coefficient of permeability, k in Darcy's law, is defined as the flow rate
through a unit area with a unit hydraulic gradient. It indicates the capability of a
material to carry water. Both soil and fluid properties affect the coefficient of
permeability. Permeability is a function of soil particle size, soil void ratio,
mineral composition, soil fabric, and degree of saturation. The coefficient of
permeability is also a function of the fluid density and viscosity.
It is always preferred to determine permeability by direct methods in the
laboratory or field. These methods include:
•
•
•

Laboratory Constant Head Tests,
Falling Head Tests, and
Field Pump Tests

Tests to determine the coefficient of permeability for fine grained soils can take a
considerable time to perform; therefore permeability is sometimes determined
indirectly from triaxial compression test results or from consolidation tests.
Procedures for the above mentioned testing methods can be found in soil
mechanics texts or laboratory manuals. Although field or laboratory
determinations of permeability are ideal, they can pose both great expense and
difficulty. In practice it is often necessary to estimate the permeability soil or well
filter material with empirical equations or charts that relate permeability to soil
gradation.
The relationship between soil grain size and permeability can be used to estimate
the permeability. Permeability of granular soils has been found to be proportional
to grain size by Hazen's Formula:
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Where;
k
C

=
=

D10

=

coefficient of permeability (in/sec)
proportionality constant (C = 1 for coarse sands and
gravel);
effective grain size in inches (the particle diameter for
which 10 percent of the soil mass passes in a sieve
analysis)

It should be noted that the coefficient of permeability varies over many orders of
magnitude depending on the soil properties. In natural deposits and some
compacted soils permeability may be much greater in one direction than in the
other. The coefficient of permeability for a soil is a very difficult value to
determine and results obtained from these methods are approximations which
should be used with discretion.
6.2.6.3 Underdrains
The location and depth of underdrains depends largely on the function intended
and local geology. Multiple underdrain installations are often constructed in a
herringbone pattern. Such installations are well suited for collecting large
quantities of groundwater, such as springs under roadbeds, and for stabilizing fill
foundation areas.
Most of the components of underdrains are also integral components of other
subsurface drains. Each component of a subsurface drainage system serves a
particular function in ensuring that the drain performs as intended. Design of any
subsurface drain should ensure a system that is cost effective, constructible,
compatible with the surrounding soils, and that will provide adequate drainage
throughout its design life. The following are the basic components of a subsurface
drainage system:
•
Filter/separator layer;
•
Conducting drainage layer;
•
Collector pipe;
•
Outlet; and
•
Appurtenances.
It is important for the engineer to understand the function and interaction of the
basic components of subsurface drains. Site specific conditions must be
considered and each component appropriately designed to ensure that the installed
drain will perform as intended. A discussion of the function, interaction, and
design criteria of each component is included in the following sections.
It is current practice to attempt to lower the water table with the use of horizontal
underdrains. Underdrains have routinely been placed anywhere from 6 to 20 feet
in depth and their primary purpose is to intercept ground water flowing down the
slope, see Figure 15. Sometimes multiple underdrains can be used on one project
if the slope consists of weak soils with saturated soil conditions.
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Figure 15: Flow Toward a Single Underdrain
Deep underdrains, or interceptor drains, can be used to lower groundwater levels
in slopes and intercept seepage before it can reach the slope face. Interceptor
drains are most effective when deep enough to intercept an impervious layer
below the surface. Although interceptor drains as deep as 30 feet have been
constructed, construction techniques and worker safety should be considered
before recommending an underdrain. Often other drainage methods will need to
be considered when subsurface drainage is required at greater depths. If continued
movement of the slope is possible, perforated pipe in an underdrain is likely to
rupture and fail. This may warrant using an aggregate drain without a collector
pipe also referred to as a french drain.
The profile of the lowered water table can be estimated using Figure 16 while the
quantity of the flow towards a single underdrain can be estimated by means of a
flow net analysis. The first step will be to determine the "radius of influence" or
drawdown influence distance, which can be estimated, for practical purposes, by
means of the following expression:
𝐿𝑖 = 3.8 (𝐻 – 𝐻𝑜 )

Where,
Li
(H – Ho)
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Sx/y

Source: FHWA Highway Subdrainage Design Manual

Figure 16: Chart for Determining Drawdown Curves for Interceptor Drains
6.2.6.4 Horizontal Drains
Horizontal drains are relatively inexpensive and can be effective in lowering
groundwater levels and relieving stresses on slopes, side hill fills and behind
retaining structures. Their principle use is in slope stabilization applications. A
horizontal drain is a perforated or slotted pipe advanced into a slope with a special
auger typically orientated at 5 to 10 degrees above horizontal, see Figure 17. The
last 10 ft of pipe is non-perforated to assure that water flows out. Filter material or
filter fabric should be used if clogging is expected; this can greatly extend the life
of the drain but is extremely difficult to install. These drains are commonly
installed in fan-shaped arrays of several pipes emanating from a common point.
Construction of horizontal drains can often be complicated depending on the
drilling capabilities and techniques used. Soil conditions and moisture can affect
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stability of borings. Horizontal and vertical controls are essential to ensure that
the drains are installed as intended. Regular maintenance and inspection of
horizontal drain installations is critical to ensure effectiveness. Horizontal drains
can clog from precipitation of metals, piping of fine particles and root penetration.
Clogged drains can sometimes be cleaned with high pressure water systems.
Drains installed in unstable soil slopes which continue to move after installation
can fail. Steady discharge from the drain may cause dense vegetation to grow at
the outlet which can conceal and plug the outlet if regular maintenance is not
performed.

Figure 17: Horizontal and Vertical Drainage Elements
6.2.6.5 Vertical Drains
Although gravity drainage is possible in certain circumstances, vertical drains are
typically installed in combination with pneumatic pumps, especially when the
stability of the slope requires a significantly lowering of the groundwater table.
Vertical drains are used to lower the groundwater level in a landslide or
marginally stable slope where the depth to groundwater is too deep for
dewatering using horizontal drains or underdrains, see Figure 18. The main
advantage of vertical drains (or wells) is that they can be installed at virtually any
depth. Limitations include relatively high cost and the ability to intercept a
sufficient amount of the permeable water-bearing zones to effectively lower the
groundwater level. A thorough understanding of the subsurface soil and
groundwater conditions is essential in planning a dewatering system using drilled
drains. The Engineer should consult with a hydrogeologist to explore the
subsurface conditions, evaluate groundwater flow, and perform slope stability
studies to develop an optimum drain configuration.
The hydrogeologist should design the most appropriate drain spacing, well
diameter, and well screen size. Pumping tests or other aquifer tests are commonly
required to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed drilled drains. If drilled drains
are selected as an element in improving the stability of a slope, groundwater
monitoring wells should also be installed and monitored before and after drain
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construction to verify that the drains are achieving the degree of lowering in the
groundwater levels desired. These groundwater monitoring wells can also be
used to monitor the effectiveness of the system over time.
If vertical drains are suitable, the site access limitations, the subsurface
conditions, and construction costs typically dictate which system is feasible for
each particular site.
6.2.7 Lightweight Fill
The use of lightweight backfill materials can be very effective in reducing the
gravitational driving forces tending to cause instability. Therefore, it is usually
considered as an option under a roadway and near the top of a failing slope. Lightweight
materials include expanded clay or shale, expanded polystyrene (EPS) or shredded and
chipped tires. When EPS (unit weight as low as 2 pcf) is specified to replace material
with a unit weight of 125 to 150 pcf, the factor of safety can be dramatically improved.
The mitigation method of substituting lightweight fills for standard embankment material
has the largest positive effect on small scale slopes where the replacement of the
lightweight fill significantly lowers the driving forces.
6.3 Structural Mitigation Strategies
Sometimes the use of a counterberm or lightweight fill material is not possible because of
site limitations or cost. For instance the cost of encroaching on adjacent private property can
be undesirable; therefore the construction of a retaining wall may be a feasible alternative.
There are externally and internally stabilized systems that can be used to mitigate slope
instabilities. Externally stabilized systems rely on external structural walls or fills against
which the forces are mobilized, such as gravity, braced, or tied-back walls. Internally
stabilized slopes usually consist of reinforcement or soil nailing/doweling. Stabilization
systems can be used at different points in the slope, depending on the type of failure and site
characteristics. Sometimes a retaining wall can be put at the toe of slope to prevent or
minimize toe erosion by river scour. Retaining walls can also be used to decrease the angle of
the slope, but often have to be used in combination with an anchor system to resist the
destabilizing forces. Some basic types of externally stabilized wall systems are concrete
cantilever, timber crib, sheet pile, and steel bin walls. Internally stabilized wall systems
include reinforced soil walls and walls with in-situ reinforcement (soil nail walls, soil
doweling, reticulated micro-piles).
6.3.1 Reinforced Soil Slopes (RSS)
Reinforced soil slopes are feasible alternatives for situations where a steep slope lacks
stability (typically alongside a highway) and additional ROW cannot be obtained to
flatten the slope. Stability is achieved through the use of geosynthetic reinforcing strips
(grid or fabric). Often the face of these slopes is “wrapped” with geotextile fabric to
prevent surficial sloughing. More information can be referenced in FHWA’s GEC 11:
Design of Mechanically Stabilized Earth Walls and Reinforced Soil Slopes.
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6.3.2 Ground Anchors
A ground anchor is a system used to transfer tensile loads to the ground (either soil or
rock), which includes the pre-stressing steel, anchorage, corrosion protection, and grout.
The anchor systems increase the resisting forces by applying external restraint to a
moving soil mass. The most common use of ground anchors for the Agency is in
combination with a support wall, such as a soldier pile wall. This remediation approach is
usually considered a costly one, but sometimes necessary with project right-of-way
limitations and large driving forces. PTI’s “Recommendations for Prestressed Rock and
Soil Anchors” should be consulted during the design and development of project
specifications. Refer to FHWA’s Engineering Circular on Ground Anchors and Anchored
Systems for more information.
6.3.3 Soil Nail Walls
Soil nails are steel bars that are grouted into predrilled boreholes. The nails form
reinforced-soil structures capable of stopping the movement of unstable slopes or of
supporting temporary excavations. Soil nails differ from tieback systems because the
nails are passive elements that are not post-tensioned and they are generally spaced closer
than tiebacks. A high water table may present construction difficulties for soil nailing
because the hole will most likely not stay open without aid. Refer to FHWA’s
Engineering Circular on Soil Nail Walls for more information.
6.3.4 Soil Nails & Wire Mesh Stabilization
This remediation combines the use of soil nails with a high strength steel wire mesh
facing. The soil nails are installed to increase the internal strength of the soils in the
failure zone, therefore increasing the local stability of the slope. The mesh is then
attached to the nails, and as the nail head plate assemblies are torqued, the mesh is pulled
into the soil placing the mesh in tension and constraining the near-surface soils in the
slope. Both the plate and the mesh that are used within the system are key factors when
looking at the three types of possible failure in the soil nails; pullout (force required to
pull the length of the nail out of the slope), tensile failure (maximum axial capacity of the
soil nail), and stripping (slope failure occurs, but nail remains embedded in slope). This
system has been successfully implemented for translational failure mechanisms where
bedrock has been relatively shallow.
A typical soil nail force diagram, which exhibits all three failure modes, is shown below
in Figure 18. In this example, the plate (mesh) capacity is less than the tensile capacity,
and therefore "stripping" is a possible failure mode. If the plate capacity is greater than or
equal to the tensile capacity, then stripping cannot occur, and the soil nail force diagram
will be determined only by the Tensile and Pullout failure modes.
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Figure 18: Soil Nail Force Diagram
A future VTrans MREI will discuss the use of soil nails and wire mesh for soil slope
stabilization strategies in more detail and will provide additional design guidance on plate
capacity, material options and properties, plan detailing, testing requirements and torque
values. Additional information can be found in the technical reference manual entitled
“Tecco Slope Stabilization System and Ruvolum Dimensioning Method”.
6.3.5 Aggregate Piers
Aggregate piers are structural stone columns that are typically installed at the toe of
slopes. They can be installed below the subgrade to act as a shear key to provide sliding
resistance. The aggregate piers improve stability by providing significant increases in the
composite shear resistance due to their high angle of internal friction of the aggregate.
The piers also act as vertical drains reducing the possible excess pore water pressures in
the slope. Aggregate piers should be considered when soft, loose or very low strength
soil is present in the slope. The design of the piers is typically performed by either a
proprietary company or specialty contractor.
6.4 Driven Piles
Piles used for slope stabilization purposes are installed through the critical slip surface of the
slope to provide (shear) reinforcement to resist shearing forces that develop along the planar
failure surface. Piles are typically spaced at 2 to 4 times their diameter to ensure that the
moving soil above the failure plane does not laterally flow around or between the piles. Other
limit states that need to be checked include failure of the stable soil into which the piles are
embedded due to excessive lateral earth pressure against the piles from the moving soil, axial
pullout of the piles from the stable soil, axial pullover of the soil above the failure surface
and structural pile failure.
The slope stability program SLIDE requires an input parameter called ‘pile shear strength’
which applies a resisting force at the location of the pile and depth of the critical sliding
surface. This shear resistance can be found by performing a pile-soil response analysis in
LPile. By applying lateral soil mass movements at various sliding depths along the pile, both
the shear resistance and moment along the pile can be found. An appropriate shear resistance
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can be determined which corresponds to an acceptable amount of lateral movement and
bending stress in the pile. Since the contribution for shear resistance of the piles is a function
of ground movement, the amount of tolerable movement needs to be carefully considered in
the design. Limiting soil movement to 3 to 5 inches is recommended for slopes not
supporting a structure.
A minimum embedment depth of 15 feet below the failure plane into medium dense to dense
soil is recommended for driven piles. If bedrock is shallower than 15 feet below the failure
surface, micropiles should be considered as an alternative to driven piles. Further guidelines
on the use of piles to stabilize slopes will be made available in a future MREI.
6.5 Mitigation Selection Process
Once an “existing conditions” design model is developed as described in Section 4.0,
remediation alternatives can be designed to satisfy the specified factor of safety. Alternatives
shall be considered and chosen based on the following discussion. Once a satisfactory
alternative is found, the alternative must be applied to key cross-sections to ensure
applicability and constructability of the entire slope.
The slope geometry can differ greatly throughout the slope which makes developing several
cross sections with the chosen alternatives very important. It shall be the judgment of the
Engineer based on slope geometry as well as design and construction considerations to
determine the actual number of sections the remediation solution must be applied to in order
to ensure uniformity and stability between the project limits.
Several elements such as factor of safety, cost and constructability should be considered
during the selection of the preferred mitigation alternative. The cost estimates for each of the
alternatives should be analyzed and reviewed. The selection process should be documented
and placed in the project folder so that the process can be followed at a later date to
determine how and why the chosen alternative was selected.
6.6 Cost Estimates
Cost estimates for mitigation alternatives shall be developed by the Engineer at the request of
the project manager. Often times a cost estimate is needed for each alternative to aid the
project manager in choosing the most feasible and cost effective alternative. Typically
project managers from VTrans Operations Bureau will rely on the Engineer to develop the
cost estimate whereas a VTrans Project Delivery project manager often performs the cost
analyses as part of the overall design.
The cost estimate should include VTrans unit price estimates that are averaged and based on
recent bid prices for different materials. Estimates should at a minimum include figures for
all geotechnical components. Any components left out, such as traffic control, acquisition of
land and reconstruction of any roadway items must be detailed in the section of the
geotechnical report discussing associated costs. A cost-benefit analysis may be necessary for
large budget solutions and/or high risk projects.
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6.7 VTrans’ Preferred Alternative
Several factors should be considered during the selection of the preferred alternative. The
cost estimates for each of the alternatives should be analyzed and reviewed. The selection
process for the preferred alternative should be documented so that the process can be
followed at a later date to determine how and why the chosen alternative was selected. This
process should be clearly documented and placed in the project folder.
VTrans typically examines the feasibility of the installation of a stone berm at the toe of the
slope, in combination with the construction of an underdrain system on the uphill side of the
slope adjacent to the roadway. Due to the high level of success in the past, ease of
construction, and cost feasibility, this alternative has been VTrans’ preferred mitigation
alternative and should be considered for any slope remediation. See Section 8.1 for a
remediation typical including material details.
6.8 Construction Monitoring & Instrumentation
Recommendations pertaining to construction monitoring and instrumentation should be
considered based upon what alternatives are recommended in the geotechnical report
described in Section 7.0. Typically, inclinometers and/or monitoring wells will have been
installed on site to provide data for use during the project’s subsurface investigation and
design phases. The instrumentation installed during the subsurface investigation should be
evaluated to determine if it remains viable for use to monitor construction activities. If not,
additional instrumentation may need to be installed. Instrumentation plans and requirements
should be documented in the geotechnical report, so that design details and requirements can
be transferred into the contract documents.
6.8.1 Construction Instrumentation
Inclinometers should be considered when the project is either a very high risk project or
the remediation includes ground anchors or soil nails. Inclinometers measure movement
during the construction phase to ensure stability of the slope and safety of the
construction personnel. Monitoring is necessary for the construction of a soil nail wall to
observe wall movement as top-down construction occurs. Any recommendations
pertaining to construction instrumentation and monitoring should be provided in the
geotechnical report.
If the effectiveness of remediation alternative depends on the use of underdrains then
monitoring wells should be installed during construction to monitor the water level and
ensure long term performance.
Results of stability analysis during staged construction can be uncertain and therefore
multiple instrumentation types are recommended. Piezometers should be used to
monitor the build-up of excess pore pressures; results should be compared to calculated
values to verify the rate of fill placement. Inclinometers and settlement platforms should
be used to measure horizontal movements in the foundation soils beneath the toe of
slope and settlements under embankments. The observed data can then be used to
determine if movement is due to settlement or an impending instability.
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6.8.2 Post Construction Monitoring
Post construction monitoring of inclinometers and monitoring wells may be required to
measure slope movement, ground water fluctuation, or mitigation performance after
construction.
6.8.2.1 Frequency of Readings
The frequency of readings depends on the level of impact associated with failure
and the interval of time that has passed since construction of the project. Manual
readings are obtained on a daily or weekly basis during construction. Thereafter,
the Engineer typically requests readings every one to three months for about a
year. After a year, the frequency can be continued at 3 months, changed to a
longer interval or performed at the Engineer’s request. If a slope is very sensitive
to saturated ground conditions, the Engineer may request more frequent readings
during the spring and fall months, and less frequent readings over the winter and
summer months.
6.8.2.2 Distribution of Results
The results of post construction monitoring should be provided by the Engineer to
the Geotechnical Engineer who will observe and track the overall performance of
the instrumentation. Construction monitoring results should be provided to the
Resident Engineer and the Project Manager as well as the Geotechnical
Engineering Manager. The Resident Engineer will disseminate the information to
the Contractor unless prior authorization has been given to the Engineer or
Geotechnical Engineering Manager to communicate directly with the Contractor.
The Geotechnical Engineering Manager will determine when to provide updates
to other Agency personnel.
The Engineer shall compile all instrumentation monitoring results in an electronic
format and placed in both the electronic and paper project folders. The Engineer
shall review the instrumentation reports ensuring that the reports are accurate,
legible and easy to comprehend.
6.9 Design and/or Constructability Review
All designs shall be peer reviewed within the Geotechnical Engineering Section. The review
shall be performed by a competent Engineer designated by the Geotechnical Engineering
Manager with a minimum of four years of experience in conducting slope stability analyses.
The reviewer shall, at a minimum, review the development of soil stratum and design
parameters, methodology used, design assumptions, computer models for the existing
conditions and design alternative(s), as well as the geotechnical report. The reviewer shall
initial and date each page of material reviewed. All reports shall go through the Geotechnical
Engineering Manager prior to being forwarding to the Project Manager or Town.
The Geotechnical Engineering Manager may require an external peer review if the project is
considered a high risk project. A few of the factors that could warrant an external review are:
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•
•
•
•
•

Large monetary cost for remediation
High public safety concern (Interstate or state highway)
Design complexity
Limited experience with chosen mitigation alternative(s)
Constructability concerns

External reviews may be completed for Agency or Consultant designed projects by Agency
personnel, consultants, or contractor group representation. A consultant designed project may
require an independent consultant’s review based on any of the factors above. An Agency
designed project may require a constructability review by the Agency’s Construction Section
before the design goes too far into the plan development stages. On large projects, or projects
that will require the services of a specialty contractor, it is a good idea to have a
constructability review performed by a contracting entity or trade organization such as the
International Association of Foundation Drilling (ADSC).

7.0 Geotechnical Report
Unless otherwise determined, a geotechnical report shall be prepared for each project. The
purpose of the geotechnical report is to present the subsurface data collected in a clear and
concise manner, to provide data evaluation and to provide design recommendations for use by
highway designers, structural engineers, and maintenance personnel. The geotechnical report
will serve as the permanent record for the basis of the geotechnical design prepared for a specific
project, with its use spanning the design, construction and post-construction project phases.
While each project will be unique to its site conditions and design constraints, the following
itemized list should be used as a guide for the preparation of a geotechnical report for slope
stabilization projects. An example of a VTrans geotechnical report provided for an Agency slope
stabilization project is included in Appendix C.
7.1 General Project Information
1. Description of the project, including location, site map, scope, and any design
assumptions or constraints.
2. History of the problem including possible triggering events or mechanisms, (i.e.
flooding, prolonged periods of rain, excavations at toe, loading at top of slope, etc).
3. Description of the issue(s) and failure mechanism(s).
4. Description of existing roadways and structures, including possible ROW limitations.
5. Summary of information provided to the engineer (plans, cross-sections, alignments,
hydraulics report, etc).
6. Pictures of pertinent site conditions.
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7.2 Geology and Existing Geotechnical Information
1. Description of significant geologic, hydrogeologic and topographic site features.
2. Description of any observed geotechnical related issues (slope instability or rockfall
history, observed settlement, etc.).
3. Description of any significant historical data (existing boring data, maintenance
history, subsurface drainage installations, rockfall data, etc.).
7.3 Subsurface Investigation(s)
1. Description of the past and present field and scoping investigations performed.
Include in the description the scope and purpose of the investigation(s), the methods
used, when and why performed and any instrumentation installed. Use language from
most recent reports with heading entitled “Field Investigation”.
2. Description of the laboratory testing program. Include the tests performed, the
purpose of the testing, and where the information is summarized. Use language from
most recent reports with the heading entitled “Field and Laboratory Testing”.
3. Provide a summary of groundwater observations.
7.4 Analysis/Design
1. Description of stratification of in-situ materials. A graphic soil profile at the critical
section may be required depending on the complexity of the geology and project. The
profile can be enclosed within the report as an attachment.
2. Summary of soil properties and groundwater levels recommended for design based on
the investigations.
3. Identify the failure mechanism and provide supporting data and documentation.
4. Discussion of the selection of the critical cross sections.
5. Identify the computer software used for analysis.
6. Description of the design alternatives reviewed.
7. Discussion of the AASHTO recommended factor of safety, safety factor selected for
design and the alternatives considered, analyzed and designed that meet or exceed
this factor of safety. Additional discussion shall be included if factors of safety are
below the recommended value.
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7.5 Recommendations and Conclusions
1. Outline the feasible mitigation alternatives and discuss the advantages, disadvantages,
and risks associated with each option.
2. Provide a detailed description of recommended mitigation alternative(s). Including
limits of implementation, elevations and offsets of materials or inclusions, grades and
dimensions of cut or fill areas, size of pipes, etc.
3. Include diagram or visual schematic of recommended alternative(s) with
corresponding factor of safety.
4. Provide summary of cost estimates; determine if the cost estimate for all design
alternatives considered are presented or only the preferred alternative.
5. Specify materials according to the latest VTrans Standard Specifications for
Construction.
6. Include any project specific construction considerations or recommendations such as:
a. Temporary excavation, including maximum slopes and suitable types of
temporary support
b. Right-of-way limits
c. Site access
d. Utility constraints
e. Limits of excavation
f. Types and location of any instrumentation used for monitoring groundwater,
settlement or slope movements
g. Testing requirements for solutions involving soil nails or dowels, ground
anchors or any other geotechnical inclusions.
h. Recommendations for any special construction method not addressed by the
Agency’s Standard Specifications.
7. Include language specifying that proper construction details need to be developed
prior to construction.
7.6 Attachment / Appendix Information
As a minimum, geotechnical reports should include items 1-3 below, while items 4– 6 should
be included in the report as necessary.

1. Boring logs
2. Site plan depicting boring locations
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Critical soil profile/cross-sections
Design details and drawings
Detailed cost estimate (if deemed necessary)
Special provisions

E-mail may be used for the distribution of geotechnical reports and for providing
recommendations in certain circumstances. E-mails may also be used to transmit review of
construction submittals or to transmit preliminary geotechnical recommendations. In both
cases, a hard copy of the geotechnical report should be placed in the project file.

8.0 Design Details & Drawings
The conceptualized solutions may require the development of drawings such as cross sections,
design details, and typical sections. When developed these drawings should be included as
attachments to the geotechnical report. The Project Manager should convey the chosen design
alternative, after which the Engineer can then begin to develop material specifications and
project specific cross sections and design details that support the project’s recommended design
alternative.
8.1 Preferred Slope Detail
Section 6.0 outlines the Agency’s preferred alternative that is usually considered first in slide
investigations. This typically includes the installation of a stone key at the toe of slope,
sometimes a stone blanket extending up the slope to the top, and a vertical interceptor
underdrain on the opposite side of the road. Depending on the type of failure and geometry
characteristics of the slope, the stone key is typically embedded 4 to 6 feet into the ground. A
typical counterberm detail (without a key) is provided in Appendix D. This detail may need
to be modified to provide adequate scour protection for ice and strong stream forces for
slopes adjacent to waterways. However, the key components to any remediation strategy
should address, at a minimum, the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of stone fill for counterberm / stone key
Type of stone fill for stone blanket
Type of filter layer between the in-situ soil and stone blanket
Depth of horizontal underdrain
Specify underdrain materials (aggregate type, geotextile type, size of pipe)
Dimensions for stone counterberm / stone key / stone blanket
Offset and elevation of counterberm location
Offset and elevation of underdrain location

8.2 Surficial Slide Slope Detail
When a slide is seen more as a surficial slide than a deep-seated slide, often times no
geotechnical investigation is needed. The solution is to simply replace the failed slope
materials with material that is better suited and will remain in place to prevent further
sloughing or erosion. These projects are often ones that are identified by maintenance
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personnel and require a site visit with limited design effort. To aid in the explanation of what
should be the remediation for the surficial slide, the slope typical developed for Section 8.2
included in Appendix E can be applied here. This typical section is to be used as a general
guideline of what materials should be used and where and not as an exact design for every
surficial slide that occurs.

9.0 Plan & Specification Review
The following items should be considered and addressed during the review of the plans and
specifications for all slope stabilization projects:
1. Review the FHWA Checklist
(http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/engineering/geotech/pubs/reviewguide/checklist.pdf) ,
beginning on page 35, under Preliminary Plans and Specifications
2. Review the geotechnical report to ensure compliance or agreement with page 22 of
the FHWA checklist.
3. Ensure that the design guidance and geotechnical recommendations outlined in the
geotechnical report have been correctly transferred to the plan set. Ideally this would
happen prior to the Final Plan review stage; possibly during plan development or the
Preliminary Plan stage.
4. A consultant-based design may require further examination and review depending
upon whether or not the design was reviewed in-house.
5. Review the design details and project notes to ensure that specific instructions are
included to successfully construct the project as detailed.
6. Review the project’s specifications (Special, Supplemental and General Special
Provisions) to ensure that the latest specification was used as a template and that
specific project information is conveyed. Review specifications for certification,
sampling and testing requirements for common construction materials. Specialized
materials may need to reference an atypical test method.
7. Verify the proper location of any instrumentation. Ensure that the contract plans and
specifications adequately address the specified instrumentation.
8. Ensure that any comments from a constructability review (see Section 6.9) are
properly and thoroughly addressed.

10.0 Construction and Post Construction Monitoring & Inspection
10.1 Instrumentation
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Inclinometers and monitoring wells, see Section 3.4.5., may also be installed post
construction to monitor future movements and groundwater levels in order to assess postconstruction performance and to determine the necessity of any future maintenance items.
Other instruments may include piezometers, settlement platforms, weather stations and data
collectors. All instrumentation types have equipment variations that possess upgrade
capabilities that support remote sensing options allowing the Agency to “call-in” and obtain
data over telephone lines, via cell phones, or monitor results over web based applications.
10.2 Construction Monitoring & Inspection
Construction monitoring and inspection should include the following steps as a minimum:
1. Review the plans and geotechnical report to develop an understanding of the
instrumentation objectives.
2. Verify that the instrumentation proposed by the Contractor complies with the project
specifications.
3. Observe the installation of the instrumentation to verify that the instrumentation is
installed per manufacturer’s recommendations or current practice. The observer
should be someone with adequate firsthand experience and equipment knowledge.
Ensure that the instrumentation installation conforms to the project plans and
specifications.
4. Document any physical changes to the plans and submit these changes to the Resident
Engineer for inclusion into the as-built plan set.
5. Some projects may require the Contractor, or their Consultant, to be responsible for
specialized instrumentation. In these special cases it may be necessary to obtain
“training” from the Contractor or instrumentation supplier for any unfamiliar, new or
different instrumentation.
6. Ensure that instrumentation monitoring is conducted at the frequencies and durations
specified in the plans or at the direction of the Geotechnical Engineering Manager.
Typically monitoring is performed on a daily (and sometimes more frequently) basis
during construction.
7. Verify the operational status of the instrumentation on a weekly basis during
construction.
8. Notify the Resident Engineer of any malfunctioning or damaged equipment and
coordinate its replacement with the Contractor. Identify the circumstances
surrounding why the equipment was damaged so that appropriate accommodations
can be considered on future projects.
9. Develop a Field Instrumentation Report that details the instrumentation installation
activities, including any modifications or deviations from the manufacturer’s
recommendations. This report should provide a location description for each piece of
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equipment. The report should provide current results and data sets and convey the
operational status of each piece of equipment.
10. Instrumentation data should be stored in the appropriate project folder in the Z:\drive.
10.3 Post Construction Monitoring & Inspection
Typically Contractor’s are required to hire geotechnical engineering consultants to monitor
instrumentation during construction, once construction is completed the instrumentation and
the equipment used to monitor the installations are turned over to the Agency. At this
juncture it is imperative to verify that the equipment being delivered to the Agency was what
was required by and purchased in conformance with the contract provisions. The equipment
should be calibrated (if necessary) and in good operational condition.
The post construction inspection duration and frequency will be as requested by the
Geotechnical Engineering Manager. Typically the frequency is less than the construction
monitoring frequency and the duration is one year or less depending upon the results. If the
results are less than desirable, or anticipated, then the duration and testing frequency will
likely be increased.
Results of any post construction monitoring should be provided to the Engineer within one
week from the test date. The Engineer shall distribute the test results after consulting with the
Geotechnical Engineering Manager. Instrumentation data should be stored in the appropriate
project folder the Z:/drive.
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Cooper E-80 Loading
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AGENCY OF TRANSPORTATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To:

Doug Newton, District 6 Project Manager

From:

Callie E. Ewald, Geotechnical Engineer via Chad A. Allen for Christopher C.
Benda, P.E., Soils and Foundations Engineer

Date:

June 30, 2009

Subject:

Hyde Park VT Rt. 15 Slide Remediation

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 2008 a slide occurred on the north side of Route 15 in Hyde Park, Vermont,
approximately 0.4 miles east of the intersection of VT 100 and VT 15. The scarp at the top of the
slope is located in the back yard of local resident Bill Hale. Three borings were performed to
gather pertinent subsurface information to aid in developing a remediation for the slope.
Contained herein are the results of field sampling and testing, laboratory analyses of soil
samples, and subsequent slope stability analyses.
2.0 FIELD INVESTIGATION
The field investigation was conducted from June 9, 2009 through June 11, 2009. The boring
location site plan and the CADD generated boring logs are attached to this report. The site plan
illustrates the locations of the borings as taken in the field and as listed in Table 2.1.
Boring

Station

B - 101
B - 102
B - 103

0 + 96.0
1 + 54.7
1 + 26.0

Offset

(ft)

-110.6
-114.2
- 29.5

Ground
Elevation (ft)
695.3
695.3
657.2

Table 2.1: Boring Locations
During the boring operations, split spoon samples and standard penetration tests (SPT) were
taken on all 3 borings. SPT testing was performed continuously to 25 feet and then at 5 foot
intervals to specified depths for B-101 and B-102, and continuously to 10 feet followed by 5 foot
intervals to presumed ledge in B-103. Soil samples were visually classified in the field and SPT
blow counts were recorded on the boring logs. Soil samples were preserved and returned to the
Materials and Research Laboratory for testing and further evaluation. Upon completion of the
laboratory testing, the field boring logs were revised to reflect the results of the laboratory
classification results. The attached boring logs display the types of soils and strata encountered
and include the laboratory test results, SPT data and any pertinent observations made by the
boring crew.

3.0 FIELD AND LABORATORY TESTING
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The standard penetration resistance of the in-situ soil is determined by the number of blows
required to drive a 2 inch OD split barrel sampler into the soil with a 140 pound hammer dropped
from a height of 30 inches, in accordance with procedures specified in AASHTO T206. During
the standard penetration test (SPT), the sampler is driven for a total length of 2 feet, while
counting the blows for each 6 inch increment. The SPT N-value, which is defined as the sum of
the number of blows required to drive the sampler through the second and third increments, is
commonly used with established correlations to estimate a number of soil parameters,
particularly the shear strength and density of cohesionless soils.
4.0 SOIL PROFILE
Review of laboratory data and boring logs revealed the following information pertaining to the
soil strata:
A groundwater reading was observed at a depth of thirty six feet below the ground surface in B101. For modeling purposes, it was assumed that the water table was higher at the time of the
failure last spring, approximately 2 to 5 feet below ground surface.
The top twenty five feet of soil on the slope is very loose to loose silt underlain by a fifteen foot
thick layer of very loose silt and soft clay. Below the silt and clay layer is a denser layer of
gravelly silty sand.
It is our understanding that a 2 foot layer of gravel was laid on the entire slope following original
construction to aid in slope stability. This 2 foot thick layer was assumed as a sandy gravel for
modeling purposes. A cross section of the soil profile for this site can be viewed in Figure 5.1.
5.0 RESULTS
Stability Analysis
A computer model was developed using the software program Slide, version 5.035, developed by
Rocscience. The program considers rotational and translational failure mechanisms. A crosssection of the slope was chosen based on the available subsurface information and by identifying
the portion of the slide area with the highest potential for failure. The section analyzed was at
Station 1+25. Soil properties were back calculated based on a factor of safety of 1.0, using the
cross sections, the boring information, and a very conservative water table elevation. A table of
these soil properties established is found below in Table 5.1. This information provides a model
of existing conditions to evaluate the location of the critical slip surface.
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Saturated
Unit Weight
(pcf)
1
Very Loose Silt
100
2
Loose Silt
105
3
Soft Silty Clay
100
4
Very Loose Clayey Silt
105
5
Loose Sandy Silt
115
6
Dense Gravelly Silty Sand*
120
7
Dense Sandy Silt
120
Table 5.1: Material properties from Slide model
* Assumed 2 ft thick layer of material on slope face
ID

Soil Description

Friction Angle
(degrees)

Cohesion
(psf) 1

29
31
26
27
30
32
32

----270
190
-------

There are a few physical characteristics to note that were discovered during the site visit. At the
very top of the slope exists an 8 foot tall hedge spanning the top of the slide area. The hedge
dropped 5 feet and is currently located just inside the scarp. Large trees also existed on the slope
when the failure first happened in the spring of 2008. Since then, the trees have been removed to
decrease the mass and moment applied to the upper slope, thereby lowering the driving forces in
the slope. Since the removal of the trees and the settling of the hedge, little to no movement has
occurred. Figure 5.1 illustrates the existing conditions at failure based upon the assumed type of
failure. The red arrows toward the top of the slope are modeling the loads applied for the hedge
and several large trees.

Figure 5.1 Slide model of initial conditions
1. Lindeburg, Civil Engineering Reference Manual for the PE Exam, 8th ed.

Visual inspection of the site as well as the factors previously discussed lead to the possibility of
the slope failing in a translational manner, rather than a more common rotational failure. A
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translational failure occurs when a mass of soil is sliding down the hill, shown in Figure 5.1 as
the green critical slip surface. After modeling the slope with the assumed existing grade prior to
failure and additional vegetative loads, it was confirmed as a translational failure. The slip
surface exits the slope in the same location as was visually observed in the field, as a layer of soil
sliding over another.
AASHTO (American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials) recommends that a
minimum factor of safety of 1.3 be achieved for non-critical structures. In order to achieve this
factor of safety, a stone key remediation was chosen to stabilize the slope. Figure 5.2 illustrates
the slope with a stone key and stone fill covering the face of the slope, yielding a factor of safety
greater than 1.3.

Figure 5.2 Location of the stone key and stone fill along the slope face
6.0 CONCLUSION
In order to achieve the AASHTO recommended minimum factor of safety for this slope we
recommend that a stone key be placed at the toe of the slope as well as a stone blanket on the
face of the slope. The stone berm is designed to key into the denser material to help stabilize the
face, as well as increase the overall stability of the slope. The stone fill should meet the
specifications of Type II Stone Fill, as listed in VTrans’ 2006 Standard Specifications for
Construction. It should be constructed based on the typical section detail attached. We
recommend constructing this remediation along the total length of the visual scarp,
approximately station 0+60 to 2+20; however this length may be adjusted in the field based on
visual inspection of the unstable area.

To prevent water from collecting at the toe of the slope, the bottom of the stone key should taper
to the existing ditch grade at a location away from the remediated area. Since the grade of the
slope is slightly downhill to the east on VT 15, we recommend gradually daylighting the stone
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key to the existing ditch elevation at a point east of Station 2+20. This will stop the water from
pooling or seeping into the subbase of the pavement, carrying it away from the slope.
We recommend a geotextile, VTrans Pay Item 649.31, meeting the requirements outlined in
VTrans spec 720.04A, to be placed under the stone fill, against the native soil. This will help
prevent the very silty soils from intermixing with the stone fill.
If the hedge is going to remain at the top of the slope, we also recommend it should be replanted
at least 5 feet away from the top of the slope, back toward the property owner’s house. This
added weight of the hedge was a likely contributor to the failure in the first place; therefore it is
recommended it be either removed or relocated to guarantee future stability.
The typical section attached is based on a cross section cut from the middle of the slope, Station
1+25. We understand the entire length of slide differs in elevations and slope, yet using this
section as a guideline should ensure appropriate construction for a stable slope.
If any further analysis is needed or you would like to discuss this report, please contact us at
(802) 828-2561.
Computer generated boring logs are attached and can be accessed at
M:\Projects\009x508\MaterialsResearch CADD design folder.

Enclosures: Plan View of Slide Area/Boring Layout
Boring and core logs – 3 pages
Typical Section Detail

c: Electronic Read File/WEA
Project File/CCB
CEE

G:\Soils and Foundations\Projects\Hyde Park Vt. 15 Slide\Reports\HydePark VT15 Slope Report_Revised.doc
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APPENDIX D
Counterberm Typical Section
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APPENDIX E
Details for Surficial Slope Stabilization
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